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SUMMARY

Induction motors are widely used in industrial processes. The malfunction of a motor may not only lead to high repair costs, but also cause immense financial losses due to unexpected process downtime. Approximately 30-35% of motor failures are related to stator winding insulation [1-3]. Since thermal overload is one of the major root causes of stator winding insulation failure, an accurate and reliable monitoring of the stator winding temperature is crucial to increase the mean time to catastrophic motor breakdown, and to reduce the extraordinary financial losses due to unexpected process downtime. Because of the fast development and increased use of motor control devices, such as variable-frequency motor drives and reduced-voltage motor starters, the development of an improved thermal protection method that is applicable in combination with the motor control devices is highly desirable.

The objective of this research is to develop a non-intrusive, sensorless thermal protection scheme for induction motors fed by motor control devices under both in-service and de-energization conditions, using only motor terminal quantities, i.e. currents and voltages.

A comprehensive literature survey is presented to summarize the state of the art of stator winding temperature estimation techniques for in-service induction motors. These techniques are compared in terms of accuracy, implementation complexity, and practical feasibility. A novel thermal model reduction study is presented to further discuss the feasibility of the traditional type of thermal protection approaches. Based on the study of the existing techniques, the scope of this research is defined as: non-intrusive stator
winding temperature estimation method for induction motors fed by motor control devices.

To provide a reliable thermal protection for induction motors fed by motor control devices, a dc signal-injection method is proposed for in-service induction motors fed by soft-starter and variable-frequency drives. The stator winding temperature can be monitored based on the estimated stator winding resistance using the dc model of induction motors. In addition, a cooling capability monitoring technique is proposed to monitor the cooling capability of induction motors and to warn the user for proactive inspection and maintenance in the case of cooling capability deterioration. The proposed cooling capability monitoring technique, combined with the proposed stator winding temperature monitoring technique, can provide a complete thermal protection for in-service induction motors fed by motor control devices. The feasibility of the proposed thermal protection scheme consisting of the stator winding temperature monitoring and the motor cooling capability monitoring is validated by experimental results.

In addition, the active stator temperature estimation concept is extended to the application on de-energized induction motors. DC signals can be injected into induction motors without inducing any output torque for de-energized motors using soft-starters, based on which the stator winding temperature can be estimated. Via stator temperature estimation, the required thermal recovery time for intermittently operated motors can be minimized, which can largely improve the usage of the overall motor system.

Aside from online thermal protection during a motor’s normal operation, the thermal protection of de-energized motors is also essential to prolong a motor’s lifetime. Moisture condensation is one of the major causes to motor degradation especially in
high-humidity environments. To prevent moisture condensation, a non-intrusive motor heating technique is proposed by injecting currents into the motor stator winding using soft-starters. A motor’s temperature can be kept above the ambient temperature due to the heat dissipation, so that the moisture condensation can be avoided.

To sum up, active stator winding temperature estimation techniques for induction motors under both operating and de-energization conditions are proposed in this dissertation for both thermal protection and optimizing the operation of a motor system. The importance of these proposed techniques lies in their non-intrusive nature: only the existing hardware in a motor control device is required for implementation; a motor’s normal operation is not interrupted.

The conclusions, the recommendations for future research, as well as the major contributions of this research are presented at the end.
CHAPTER 1 Introduction and Objective of Research

1.1 Background

Induction motors are extensively used in modern industry for converting electrical energy to mechanical energy. They consume more than 60% of the produced electrical energy and are typically essential components in industrial processes. As a result, the malfunction of induction motor may not only lead to the repair or replacement of the motor, but also cause extraordinary financial losses due to unexpected process downtime. For this reason, reliable motor protection is crucial in industrial processes for increasing the mean time to catastrophic motor breakdown and reducing the extraordinary financial losses due to unexpected process downtime.

Condition monitoring for proactive monitoring and reliable protection of induction motors has experienced a fast growth in recent years. Thermal protection is one of the most important features of the motor condition monitoring system. The thermal overload of a motor can lead to deterioration of the key components of the motor, including stator winding insulation, bearing, motor conductors, core, etc, and therefore is one of major underlying root causes of motor failures. As the most vulnerable part to thermal overload, the stator winding insulation normally reaches its thermal limit before any other motor component. Therefore, stator thermal protection is critical for extending the motor lifetime and preventing destructive motor failures.

Thus, thermal protection of the stator winding is the main scope of this research.
1.2 Stator Winding Insulation Failure

Motor winding insulation failure is one of the most common failures for induction motors. About 35-40% of induction motor failures are related to winding insulation failure [1-3].

The insulation failure is often the result of long-term thermal aging [4]. The electrical performance of the insulation material is largely degraded irreversibly due to chemical reactions when operated above the thermal limit. Such thermal overload often accelerates the deterioration of the insulation, and eventually reduces the motor’s lifetime. As a rule of thumb, it is estimated that motor’s life is reduced by 50% for every 10°C increase above the stator winding temperature limit. The typical thermal limits of the stator winding for different insulation classes are listed in Table 1.1 [5].

Table 1.1: Temperature limits for different insulation classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insulation Class</th>
<th>Ambient Temperature (ºC)</th>
<th>Rated Temperature Rise (ºC)</th>
<th>Hot Spot Temperature (ºC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conditions under which the thermal limit of the motor can be exceeded are listed in Table 1.2 [6]:

Two examples of stator winding damage due to thermal overload are shown in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.1-(a) shows the stator winding damage due to unbalanced supply voltage; while Figure 1.1-(b) shows the stator winding damage due to overload.
Table 1.2: Thermal overload conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>transient thermal overload</td>
<td>• overloading under transient;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• frequent starting;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• motor stall;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• short circuit, ground fault;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>running thermal overload</td>
<td>• overload;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• unbalanced supply voltage;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abnormal cooling capabilities</td>
<td>• high ambient temperature;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• reduced motor cooling ability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.1: Stator winding damage due to thermal overload.

1.3 Thermal Protection for Induction Motors

To proactively protect the motor from stator winding insulation failure and extend the motor’s lifetime, the stator winding temperature must be continuously monitored.
during operation. Numerous techniques have been developed for the thermal protection of induction motors. Generally, these techniques can be classified into three categories:

1. direct temperature measurement;
2. thermal model-based stator winding temperature estimation;
3. parameter-based stator winding temperature estimation.

The direct temperature measurement of the stator winding is typically performed using embedded thermal sensors, such as thermocouples, resistance thermal detectors (RTDs), infrared thermal sensors, etc. The embedded thermal sensors are not considered cost-efficient, especially for small- to medium- size motors, due to the high cost of their installation. Therefore, the practical application of these embedded thermal sensors is limited.

Thermal model-based stator winding temperature estimation techniques are broadly used in the thermal overload relays for thermal protection. These techniques first calculate the losses in a motor, and then estimate the stator winding temperature based on a motor’s thermal model. However, the main drawback of these thermal model-based approaches is that the thermal parameters are not constant and measurements must be made for each motor under different operating conditions. In addition, as the thermal parameters are fixed after identification, these methods can not adapt to the change in the cooling capability of the motor.

Parameter-based stator winding temperature estimation techniques are proposed to estimate the stator winding temperature from the stator resistance, given that the variations of temperature are proportional to the variations of resistance for stator
winding coils. Since the stator resistance estimation techniques based on the motor’s equivalent circuit are not accurate enough for accurate temperature estimation, dc signal injection-based methods are proposed to estimate the stator winding resistance using the motor’s dc model [7-9]. However, the application of these dc signal injection-based methods is limited due to their high intrusiveness because an extra dc injection circuit needs to be installed in series with one of the motor loads. The major advantages of the parameter-based methods are:

1. they can adapt to the change in the cooling capability of the motor;
2. only the motor terminal quantities are required;
3. the motor’s normal operation is not interrupted.

Aside from the stator temperature monitoring, the detection of abnormal cooling capability is also an important aspect of thermal protection of induction motors. An impaired cooling capability increases the temperature of the motor under the same operating condition, and therefore accelerates the deterioration of the insulation. In the case of impaired cooling capability, it is important to detect the problem as early as possible, so that the motor can be inspected and repaired proactively to avoid unscheduled process downtime due to catastrophic failure and extend the motor life.

With the fast development of motor control devices, such as solid-state motor starters, and variable-frequency motor drives, the thermal protection of the induction motor fed by motor control devices requires special attention for the thermal protection of these motors.
1.4 Problem Statement

As stated in the previous sections, the thermal protection for induction motors fed by motor control devices is of great importance for the reliable protection of induction motors, increasing the mean time to catastrophic motor breakdown, and reducing the extraordinary financial losses due to unexpected process downtime.

The objective of this research is to develop a non-intrusive, sensorless thermal protection scheme for induction motors fed by motor control devices under both in-service and de-energized operating conditions, using only motor terminal quantities.

1.5 Dissertation Outline

Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive survey of the previous work on stator winding temperature estimation for in-service induction motors. Chapter 3 summarizes the previous work on monitoring the cooling capabilities of the induction motor. A further study on the thermal model-based stator winding temperature estimation techniques is presented in Chapter 4. The proposed signal injection-based online stator winding temperature estimation techniques for soft-starter-connected and variable-frequency drive-fed induction motors are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. A study on the magnetic effects of dc signal injection of operating induction motors is shown in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 proposes a cooling capability monitoring scheme for in-service motors based on the estimated stator temperature via dc signal injection. In addition, a stator temperature estimation technique for de-energized induction motors is presented in Chapter 9 for improving the usage of intermittently operated motor systems. The non-intrusive motor heating technique using soft-starters for preventing moisture condensation is shown in Chapter 10. Experimental studies are conducted for the
validation of the proposed approaches. The conclusions, contributions and the recommendation for future work are summarized in Chapter 11.
CHAPTER 2 Previous Work on Stator Temperature Estimation

2.1 Overview

Thermal overload is one of the major underlying root causes of motor failures. Therefore, the accurate monitoring of the stator winding temperature is critical to proactively protect the motor [10].

Due to the high cost of embedded thermal sensors and their installation, many stator winding temperature estimation techniques have been developed over the years. They can be generally classified into two categories:

1. thermal model-based stator temperature estimation;
2. parameter-based stator temperature estimation.

In this chapter, these two types of techniques are summarized and compared in terms of accuracy, implementation complexity and practical feasibility.

2.2 Thermal Model-based Stator Temperature Estimation

2.2.1 Induction Motor Losses

The temperature rise of induction motors is caused by the accumulation of losses in different components of the motor, including stator winding, stator core, rotor cage, rotor core, friction, etc. IEEE Std 112 defines five types of losses in induction motors [11], as (2.1).

\[
W_{\text{Losses}} = P_{\text{input}} - P_{\text{output}} = W_s + W_f + W_{\text{core}} + W_{\text{fr}} + W_{\text{LL}},
\]

where \( P_{\text{input}} \) and \( P_{\text{output}} \) are the input and output powers of the motor, respectively, and \( W_{\text{Losses}} \) is the total loss in the motor.
Stator copper loss $W_s$ is the copper loss in the stator windings. It equals $3I_s^2R_s$ for a three-phase motor, where $I_s$ is the rms phase current; and $R_s$ is the average per-phase stator resistance. Rotor copper loss $W_r$ is the loss in the rotor windings. Core loss $W_{\text{core}}$ is caused by the magnetizing hysteresis and eddy currents in the iron. It varies approximately with the frequency and the square of the input voltage. For fixed input voltage, it remains approximately constant from no load to full load. Windage and friction loss $W_{\text{fw}}$ is the mechanical rotational loss resulting from the friction and windage. Stray-load loss $W_{\text{LL}}$ is the loss in a motor not accounted for by the sum of $W_s$, $W_r$, $W_{\text{core}}$, and $W_{\text{fw}}$. The typical power flow in induction motors is shown in Figure 2.1[12].

![Figure 2.1: Typical power flow in induction motors][12]

Accurate stator temperature estimation via thermal models requires an accurate estimation of the losses in an induction motor, and accurate identification of thermal parameters.

For mains-fed or soft-starter-connected induction motors, the stator and rotor copper losses can be estimated using current measurements; however, the estimation of core loss, windage and friction loss and stray loss is difficult, and requires complex offline testing.
For variable-frequency drive-fed induction motors, the core loss, the windage loss and the friction loss vary largely due to the change of the frequency and magnitude of the input voltages, and the variations of the rotor speed. Therefore, the estimation of losses for these motors is even more difficult.

2.2.2 First-order Thermal Model

2.2.2.1 Thermal limit curve

![Figure 2.2: Typical thermal limit curve of induction motors [13].](image)

To protect induction motor from thermal overload, delay-time fuses and microprocessor-based thermal relays are broadly used for their simplicity. These devices
are designed based on thermal limit curves, which defines the safe operating time for different magnitudes of input currents under locked rotor condition, acceleration, and running overload condition [13]. To protect the motor, these devices trip the motor once the thermal limit is reached. The typical thermal limit curve is shown in Figure 2.2. These thermal limit curves are fundamentally equivalent to thermal protection which is based on the first-order thermal model.

2.2.2.2 First order thermal model

The first-order thermal models normally require the estimation of only the stator copper loss, not the other losses, and therefore are broadly used due to their implementation simplicity. However, because of their negligence of the stator temperature rise caused by the other losses, the first-order thermal models lack accuracy.

![First-order thermal model of induction motor.](image)

Figure 2.3: First-order thermal model of induction motor.

The first-order thermal model is represented by a uniform thermal body with a single thermal capacitor and a single thermal resistor, as shown in Figure 2.3. $T_s$ and $T_A$ represent the stator winding temperature and the ambient temperature, respectively; $C_{th}$ represents the equivalent thermal capacitance, which models the intrinsic thermal characteristic of the stator winding; $R_{th}$ represents the equivalent thermal resistance,
which models the cooling capability from the stator winding to the ambient; \( P_{\text{loss}} \) represents the heat dissipation in the stator winding, which is mainly the copper loss, given by,

\[
P_{\text{loss}} = 3I_{\text{rms}}^2R_s,
\]

(2.2)

where \( I_{\text{rms}} \) represents the rms value of the phase current.

Using the first-order thermal model, the stator temperature can be calculated as,

\[
T_s(t) = P_{\text{loss}} \cdot R_{th}(1 - e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}}) + T_{s0}e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}} + T_A,
\]

(2.3)

where \( T_{s0} \) is the initial stator winding temperature; and \( \tau \) is the thermal time constant \((R_{th}C_{th})\).

Given \( R_{th}, T_A, \) and the thermal limit, \( T_{max}, \) the time needed to trip the motor is

\[
t = \tau \ln\left[\frac{I^2R_s \cdot R_{th}}{I^2R_s \cdot R_{th} - (T_{\text{max}} - T_A)}\right],
\]

(2.4)

and

\[
T_{\text{max}} - T_A = I_{\text{max}}^2R_s \cdot R_{th}.
\]

(2.5)

Therefore

\[
t = \tau \ln\left[\frac{I^2R_s \cdot R_{th}}{I^2R_s \cdot R_{th} - I_{\text{max}}^2R_s \cdot R_{th}}\right] = \tau \ln\left(\frac{I^2}{I^2 - I_{\text{max}}^2}\right).
\]

(2.6)

2.2.2.3 Thermal parameter identification based on motor’s nameplate information

Since the time to trip is only related to the product of \( R_{th} \) and \( C_{th} \), and \( I_{\text{max}} \), the calculation of the trip time requires the identification of thermal parameters.

With the service factor defined as \( SF = \frac{I_{\text{max}}}{I_{\text{rated}}} \), the time to trip is then given by,
\[ t = \tau \ln\left( \frac{I_{pu}^2}{I_{pu}^2 - SF^2} \right). \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

where \( I_{pu} = \frac{I}{I_{rated}}. \)

The trip class \((TC)\) of induction motors is defined as the maximum time of safe overload operation when the input current is six times the rated current. Therefore, given the trip class and the service factor of induction motor, the thermal time constant can be roughly estimated as,

\[ \tau = TC / \ln\left( \frac{6^2}{6^2 - SF^2} \right). \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

Accordingly, the trip time can be calculated as,

\[ t = \tau \ln\left( \frac{I_{pu}^2}{I_{pu}^2 - SF^2} \right) = TC \cdot \ln\left( \frac{I_{pu}^2}{I_{pu}^2 - SF^2} \right) / \ln\left( \frac{6^2}{6^2 - SF^2} \right). \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

Equation (2.9) is equivalent to the thermal limit curve as shown in Figure 2.2. The thermal limit curve method is equivalent to estimate the stator temperature using equation (2.3), and trip the motor when the thermal limit is reached.

The first-order thermal model of induction motors is broadly used due to its implementation simplicity: only the motor current needs to be measured; thermal parameters can be estimated using the nameplate information of the motor [14]. However, as these approaches neglect the temperature rise caused by the other losses and the change of the motor’s thermal behavior under different operating conditions, these
thermal models are generally inaccurate and conservative, and therefore trip the motor long before the actual thermal limit is reached.

2.2.3 High-order Thermal Networks

To improve the stator temperature estimation accuracy by considering the effect of different losses on stator temperature, high-order thermal models are proposed.

2.2.3.1 Second-order thermal models

References [15-17] propose second-order thermal models to estimate the stator temperature. The stator and the rotor are modeled separately so that the effects of the rotor losses and the rotor temperature rise on the stator temperature rise can be considered. An example of a second-order thermal model is shown in Figure 2.4. To estimate the stator and rotor temperature, the stator and rotor losses must be estimated, and the thermal parameters have to be identified.

![Second-order thermal model of induction motor](image)

Figure 2.4: Second-order thermal model of induction motor [15].

It is proposed in [15, 18-19] to first estimate the rotor temperature from the rotor resistance using the motor’s electrical model, and then estimate the stator temperature. It is roughly estimated that 60% percent of the rotor losses pass through the air-gap to the stator [20]. However, these approaches still require the identification of the thermal
parameters, which is difficult, since the identification needs to be accomplished for every motor under each cooling condition.

2.2.3.2 Higher-order thermal networks

Since the second-order thermal models can only model the stator and rotor of the motor, higher-order thermal models are proposed to model the thermal behavior of different motor components [20-24]. An example of a five-component thermal network is shown in Figure 2.5. The five nodes represent 1) stator core, 2) stator slot section, 3) stator end-winding, 4) rotor squirrel cage and 5) rotor core. The thermal parameters can be identified using embedded thermal sensors. Although these higher-order thermal networks are a more accurate representation of the motor’s thermal behavior, their practical applications are limited due to the difficulty in loss estimation and thermal parameter identification.

![Figure 2.5: Five-component thermal model of induction motor [24].](image)

Reference [25] proposes to calculate the thermal parameters based on the dimensions of the motor. However, the identification of thermal parameters associated with convection is difficult, which limits the accuracy of thermal parameter identification.
using this approach. Besides, the accurate measurements of the dimensions of the motor components are required, which may not be available.

2.2.3.3 Summary

Generally, the practical applications of these higher-order thermal models are limited due to the difficulty in the motor loss estimation and the thermal parameter identification. In addition, since these approaches cannot adapt to a change in the motor’s cooling capability, thermal parameter identification is required under each operating condition using embedded sensors. However, this is often impractical, especially for small- to medium-size induction motors due to economic reasons.

2.3 Parameter-based Stator Temperature Estimation

2.3.1 Introduction

Parameter-based stator temperature estimation approaches estimate the stator temperature from a stator resistance estimation, since the variations of the temperature is proportional to the variations of resistance for stator windings [26]:

\[
\hat{T}_s = T_{s0} + \left(\frac{\hat{R}_s - R_{s0}}{\sigma R_{s0}}\right),
\]

where \(T_{s0}\) and \(R_{s0}\) represents \(T_s\) and \(R_s\) at room temperature; \(\hat{T}_s\) and \(\hat{R}_s\) are the estimated \(T_s\) and \(R_s\), respectively; and \(\sigma\) is the temperature coefficient of resistivity.

Therefore, the stator temperature can be simply monitored based on the estimation of stator resistance, and the stator temperature estimation accuracy is highly dependent on the accuracy of stator resistance estimation.
The stator resistance estimation techniques can be generally classified into two categories:

1. motor model-based stator resistance estimation;
2. signal injection-based stator resistance estimation.

### 2.3.2 Motor Model-based Stator Resistance Estimation

#### 2.3.2.1 Electrical model of induction motor

The motor model-based stator resistance estimation approaches are typically based on the motor’s electrical model.

Neglecting the zero sequence components in the stator voltages and currents, the stator voltage and current space vectors in the d-q stationary reference frame, \( \vec{v}_{dqs} \) and \( \vec{i}_{dqs} \), can be derived as,

\[
\vec{v}_{dqs} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{2}{3} v_{ab} \cos \left( \theta_{da} - \frac{2\pi}{3} \right) - v_{cb} \cos \left( \theta_{da} - \frac{4\pi}{3} \right) \\
\frac{2}{3} v_{ab} \sin \left( \theta_{da} - \frac{2\pi}{3} \right) - v_{cb} \sin \left( \theta_{da} - \frac{4\pi}{3} \right)
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(2.11)

\[
\vec{i}_{dqs} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{2}{3} i_a \cos \theta_{da} + i_b \cos \left( \theta_{da} - \frac{2\pi}{3} \right) - (i_a + i_b) \cos \left( \theta_{da} - \frac{4\pi}{3} \right) \\
-\frac{2}{3} i_a \sin \theta_{da} + i_b \sin \left( \theta_{da} - \frac{2\pi}{3} \right) - (i_a + i_b) \sin \left( \theta_{da} - \frac{4\pi}{3} \right)
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(2.12)

where \( \theta_{da} \) is defined as the angle between the d-axis of the d-q transform and the a-axis of the stator winding.

The electrical model of induction motors in d-q reference frame is presented as,
where $\omega_s$ is the synchronous speed; $L_m, L_s, L_r$ are the mutual inductance, stator inductance and rotor inductance; $R_s$ and $R_r$ are the stator and rotor resistance, respectively.

2.3.2.2 Motor model-based stator resistance estimation

The proposed stator resistance estimation techniques are mainly used for improving the field-oriented control performance at low speed or improving the sensorless speed estimation accuracy [27-37]. In [38], the stator resistance is estimated based on the error between measured stator current and the current command. In [30], the stator-flux linkage, $\lambda_{qds}$, is estimated from the rotor-flux-linkage estimate that is obtained from the rotor equations when the motor is operated at low speed. The value of $R_s$ is then estimated from $\lambda_{qds}$ using the stator-flux equation. It is proposed in [39] to calculate $R_s$ using the estimate of the rotor resistance, $R_r$, by assuming $R_s/R_r$ is constant.

Reference [40] proposes a mutual model reference adaptive system (MRAS) approach for estimating $R_s$ and $R_r$, which is shown in Figure 2.6.

In [41], a cascade $R_s$ and $R_r$ estimation scheme in the steady state is proposed. The overall structure of the estimator is shown in Figure 2.7.
2.3.2.3 Sensitivity analysis

For the motor model-based stator resistance estimation approaches, the other motor parameters, such as $R_s$, $L_m$, $L_s$, $L_r$, etc, need to be known before the estimation of the stator resistance. However, these parameters are affected by the operating point of the induction motor and change due to saturation, temperature, speed etc.

In [41] it is shown that the stator resistance estimation is highly sensitive to variations of the motor parameters, especially under high speed conditions. Therefore, the practical application of these approaches for thermal protection purposes is limited,
since high stator resistance estimation accuracy for the reliable thermal protection of induction motors is required.

### 2.3.3 Signal Injection-based Stator Resistance Estimation

As the motor model-based stator resistance estimation approaches are too sensitive to the variations of motor parameters, the dc model of induction motors is also used to estimate the stator resistance.

It is first proposed in [7] to inject a dc signal by installing power diodes between one of the motor leads, as shown in Figure 2.8. The dc signal is injected due to the difference in the voltage drop when the stator current is flowing in different directions. However, the injected dc signal induces a torque oscillation, which is undesirable. Since there is no control mechanism for the operation of the diodes the magnitude of the injected dc signal cannot be controlled and therefore, the magnitude of the torque oscillation cannot be adjusted.

![Figure 2.8: DC signal injection using power diodes.](image)

As the dc signal injection circuit cannot control the actually injected dc voltage, it is proposed in [8-9] to inject dc signals using a MOSFET and a resistance. The dc signal injection circuit is shown in Figure 2.9. By controlling the switching of the MOSFET, the equivalent resistance of the dc signal injection circuit varies when the current flows in
different directions, as shown in Figure 2.10. The actually injected dc voltage can be controlled by adjusting the resistance in the signal injection circuit. The dc signal is only injected for 0.25 second every 30 seconds to limit the effects of the torque oscillation.

The dc injection approaches estimate the resistance relatively accurate since it is not affected by the variations of motor parameters, but the practical applications of these dc signal injection-based stator resistance estimation methods are limited by their high intrusive nature: an extra circuit needs to be installed between one of the motor leads.

Figure 2.9: DC model during dc signal injection using MOSFET.

Figure 2.10: DC signal injection circuit using MOSFET.
2.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the previous works on the stator temperature estimation approaches are reviewed. These methods are compared in terms of accuracy, implementation complexity, and practical feasibility.

The stator temperature estimation techniques can be generally classified into two categories:

1. thermal model-based stator temperature estimation;
2. parameter-based stator temperature estimation.

The thermal model-based stator temperature estimation methods estimate the stator temperature based on the motor’s thermal model. However, these methods suffer from the difficulty of thermal parameter identification and the motor loss estimation. In addition, these methods cannot adapt to the variations of the motor’s cooling capability.

The parameter-based stator temperature estimation techniques estimate the stator temperature from the estimated stator resistance. The motor model-based stator resistance approaches are generally too sensitive to the variations of motor parameters, and therefore can not provide enough accuracy for the reliable thermal protection of induction motors. As a result, dc signal injection-based methods are proposed to estimate the stator resistance from the motor’s dc model. However, these dc signal injection-based methods suffer from their high intrusive nature: an extra circuit needs to be installed between at one of the motor leads.

For induction motors fed by motor control devices, the difficulty of thermal parameter identification and the motor loss estimation for thermal model-based
approaches still exists. Furthermore, the motor model-based stator resistance estimation approaches are not accurate enough for thermal protection purposes. The variations of the motor parameters can be expected to be even larger for variable-frequency drive-fed motors than for mains-fed motors, due to the variations of input frequency, input voltage magnitude, and rotor speed. Therefore, dc signal injection-based approaches are considered to be the perfect candidate for the thermal protection of induction motors fed by motor control devices. The dc signal injection can be achieved by changing the operation of motor control devices. Thus, no additional hardware is required and the high intrusiveness of the existing dc signal injection-based methods can be avoided.
CHAPTER 3  Previous Work on Cooling Capability Monitoring

3.1  Overview

Monitoring the stator winding temperature is crucial to protect the motor from thermal overload. In case of a thermal overload the motor must be tripped immediately to avoid catastrophic motor failures. However, the monitoring of the stator winding temperature alone is not sufficient for the thermal protection of induction motors, since it does not identify the cause of the temperature rise.

As shown in Table 1.2, thermal overload can be caused by various reasons, such as overload, unbalanced input voltage, impaired cooling capabilities, etc. The impaired cooling capability increases the motor temperature rise, and accelerates the deterioration of induction motor components. Thus, in the case of impaired cooling capabilities, it is important to detect the problem as early as possible, so that the motor can be inspected and repaired to proactively avoid catastrophic process downtime and extend the motor life. The impaired cooling capability can occur when the motor’s ability to radiate heat is obstructed due to the follow reasons [8]:

- broken cooling fan;
- motor frame dust build-up;
- obstruction of coolant flow in duct/vent;
- winding dirt build-up;
- clogged/covered motor fins/casing.

The early detection of impaired cooling capability can avoid the motor temperature rise due to impaired cooling, and therefore prolong motor’s life.
3.2 Detecting Impaired Cooling Capability of Induction Motors

A parameter tuning technique is proposed in [16] to track the stator and rotor resistance of the induction motor. The error between the estimated rotor speed from terminal measurements and the estimated rotor speed from the rotor slot harmonics, is used to tune the rotor resistance. The rotor thermal parameters are then calculated based on the estimated rotor resistance. The change of the rotor’s thermal parameters indicates the impaired cooling capability or a motor failure. However, the requirement of thermal/electrical model parameters limits its practical use.

In [42] it is proposed to use the error between the stator temperature estimated by the electrical model, and the one estimated from motor’s thermal model to detect an impaired cooling condition. One thermocouple is installed on the surface of the motor, as a part of the thermal model. A Kalman filtering technique is used to estimate parameters based on given models. However, besides its requirement of electrical/thermal parameters, the

Figure 3.1: Stator and rotor resistance tuning scheme [16].
requirement of thermocouple limits its practical use, since it is not feasible especially for small- to medium- size motors for economic reasons.

In [8], it is proposed to compare the stator resistance estimated using the motor’s thermal model, and the one estimated using dc signal injection for monitoring the cooling capability. The thermal parameters are estimated using the estimated stator resistance via dc signal injection under healthy condition. The thermal model using the estimated thermal parameters is then used to estimate the stator temperature/resistance. The error between the estimated stator resistance using the thermal model and the one using dc signal injection is then used as the fault indicator. However, all the thermal parameters

Figure 3.2: Thermal condition monitoring system [42].
have to be estimated under each load condition from cold start, which may not be feasible for practical applications.

3.3 Chapter Summary

Although monitoring the cooling capability of induction motors is critical for the reliable thermal protection of induction motors, very few approaches are currently available.

The fundamental of the proposed methods lies in the comparison between the estimated stator resistance using the motor’s electrical model, and the one using motor’s thermal model. However, these approaches all suffer from the requirement of electrical/thermal parameters. The difficulty in the identification of thermal parameters still limits their practical applications.
CHAPTER 4 A Transfer Function-based Thermal Model Reduction Study

4.1 Overview

Thermal model-based stator winding temperature estimation is one of the most popular approaches used in thermal overload relays. To fully understand and evaluate the feasibility of these techniques with different requirements on implementation complexity and computational efforts, a transfer-function-based thermal model reduction study is presented in this chapter.

The thermal behaviors of a mains-fed induction machine are analyzed, based on a novel simplified thermal model for mains-fed induction machine. This novel thermal model for induction machine has two major advantages: low implementation complexity and high accuracy. Experimental testing is conducted for the validation of the proposed thermal model.

Although the proposed thermal model is accurate and simple for implementation, its major disadvantages are that complex processes are required for the identification of the thermal parameters; it can not adapt to the change of a motor’s cooling capability.

4.2 A Novel Simplified Thermal Model of Induction Machines

4.2.1 Thermal Behavior of Mains-fed Induction Machine for Thermal Model Reduction

The increase of stator winding temperature is an accumulated effect of all different loss mechanisms in the induction machine during operation, such as stator/rotor copper loss, core loss, friction loss, etc. The power flow and losses in induction machines are
illustrated in Figure 2.1. Since these losses are induced in different locations of the induction machine, their impact on the stator winding temperature are different due to the different heat transfer capability from different motor components to the stator. Due to the complex thermal behavior of induction machines, simplified thermal models, as illustrated in Figure 2.3, are typically inaccurate to monitor the stator winding temperature for thermal protection purposes.

The thermal behavior of induction machines can be generally represented in a transfer function form [43], as,

\[ \theta_s(s) = \sum Z_i(s) \cdot P_{loss}(s), \]  

(4.1)

where \( P_{loss} \) is motor losses in different components of induction machines; \( Z_i \) is the transfer function representing the heat transfer capability from each motor component to the stator; \( \theta_s \) represents the \( T_s \) rise above ambient temperature.

Since the thermal responses of different losses to the stator temperature vary greatly, the overall thermal behavior of induction machines varies largely under different operating conditions. For instance, for a shorter operating duration, the thermal effects of losses with faster response dominate the stator temperature rise, whereas, for a longer operating duration, the thermal effects of losses with slower response dominate the stator temperature rise. Under different load conditions, the response of the stator winding temperature also varies largely due to the fact that the distribution of motor losses changes due to the change of load condition. For instance, for a higher load condition, the thermal effects of the copper losses increase, and therefore, the stator temperature has a stronger dependence on the thermal transient of copper losses.
As a result, although widely used in current thermal overload relays, the first-order thermal model, as illustrated in Figure 2.3, is not capable of providing accurate modeling of the machine’s thermal behavior, since only one time constant is used under all different operating conditions with all the aforementioned thermal effects neglected. Even when second-order thermal models are applied as illustrated in Figure 2.4, the effects of many other motor losses, such as core loss, friction loss, etc, are still neglected.

Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop an accurate yet simple thermal model for the real-time implementation in thermal protective relays for the reliable thermal protection of mains-fed induction machines.

4.2.2 Motor Losses in Mains-fed Induction Machines for Stator Temperature Estimation

Since the thermal behavior of induction machines is the accumulation of thermal effects of different motor losses, it is essential to understand the change of different motor losses under different operating conditions. For mains-fed induction machines, since both the magnitude and the frequency of the input voltage do not vary, the actual rotor speed only varies slightly under different load conditions, since the slip is typically very small even under full load conditions. Therefore, the change of friction and windage losses is small under different load conditions. The iron core losses, which are roughly a function of the magnitude and frequency of the input voltage [44], also vary slightly. The copper losses, which are functions of the stator and rotor current, may change largely under different load conditions, due to the change of current magnitudes. Therefore, the motor losses can be generally classified into two categories: copper losses, which change largely with operating condition; and the other losses, which only vary slightly with the
change of operating conditions. The segregation of these two types of losses is denoted as $Loss_1$ and $Loss_2$.

As discussed above, with $Loss_2$ only varying slightly under different operating conditions, it is essential to obtain accurate estimation of the copper losses, $Loss_1$, for the estimation of stator temperature. Using a motor’s equivalent circuit, the copper losses can be accurately monitored online, since both the stator current and rotor current can be calculated. However, these calculations require the knowledge of key motor parameters, such as mutual inductance, stator/rotor leakage inductance, etc. Therefore, for simplicity in real-time implementation, with the magnetizing current neglected, the copper losses can be roughly represented as,

$$\text{Loss}_1 = 3(R_s + R_r)I_s^2, \quad (4.2)$$

where $R_s$ and $R_r$ are the stator and rotor resistance, respectively, and $I_s$ is the rms value of the phase current. Although (4.2) is far from accurate especially under low-load conditions, such approximation is still feasible for obtaining an accurate estimation of the stator temperature for thermal overload protection purposes. Since the purposes of the thermal overload protection is to prevent the motor from thermal overload, which typically happens under overload conditions when a machine’s cooling capability is not impaired, the accuracy of stator temperature estimation under high-load conditions are more important than that under low-load conditions. Therefore, although inherently inaccurate, (4.2) does not largely affect the accuracy in the estimation of the copper losses and thus stator temperature for thermal protection purposes, especially under high load conditions.
4.2.3 A Novel Simplified Thermal Model of Mains-fed Induction Machine

Based on the classification of motor losses, the thermal behavior of induction machines can be simplified as,

\[ \theta_s(s) = Z_1(s) \cdot \text{Loss}_1(s) + Z_2(s) \cdot \text{Loss}_2(s), \]  

where \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \) represent the thermal responses of \( \text{Loss}_1 \) and \( \text{Loss}_2 \), respectively. For simplicity, transfer functions \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \) can be approximated using 1st order transfer functions with a single time constant, as,

\[ Z_1(s) = \frac{\alpha_1}{s + 1/\tau_1}; \quad Z_2(s) = \frac{\alpha_2}{s + 1/\tau_2}, \]  

where \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are the gains; \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) are the time constants.

Considering that \( \text{Loss}_2 \) is almost constant under normal operating conditions, using (4.4), the stator temperature rise caused by different motor losses can be shown as,

\[ \theta_s(s) = \frac{\alpha_1}{s + 1/\tau_1} \cdot \text{Loss}_1(s) + \frac{\alpha_2}{s + 1/\tau_2} \cdot \text{Loss}_2(s) \]

\[ = \frac{k_1 I_s^2}{s + 1/\tau_1} + \frac{k_2}{s + 1/\tau_2}, \]

where \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are constants. In time domain, the \( T_s \) rise can be represented as,

\[ T_s(t) = k_1 I_s^2 (1 - e^{-t/\tau_1}) + k_2 (1 - e^{-t/\tau_2}). \]

when the machine is started from room temperature.

Therefore, the rise of \( T_s \) can be considered as the combined contributions from two parts: the temperature rise due to copper losses, which vary for different load conditions; and the temperature rise due to other losses, which can be considered constant for different load conditions. It should be noted that based on the above analysis, since \( \text{Loss}_2 \) does not vary greatly under different operating conditions, for long time varying
load operations, the temperature rise caused by \( \text{Loss}_2 \) can be considered constant and independent of any load change after a certain amount of operating time. Therefore, the stator winding temperature can be modeled using only three parameters,

\[
T_s(t) = k_1 I_s^2 \left( 1 - e^{-t/\tau} \right) + k_2. \tag{4.7}
\]

In other words, the thermal transient of machines after cold startup is the combined effects of both \( \text{Loss}_1 \) and \( \text{Loss}_2 \); while after hot startup, the thermal transient is mainly attributed to the change of copper losses, \( \text{Loss}_1 \). This explains the difference of thermal transient after cold and hot startup [43].

Based on (4.6) and (4.7), the stator temperature can be accurately monitored with much fewer thermal parameters required yet higher accuracy, since the effects of different motor losses are considered.

The main advantages of this novel simplified thermal model lie in its feasibility in real-time implementation: low computation effort is required; only stator current needs to be monitored.

### 4.3 Experimental Validation

#### 4.3.1 Experimental Setup

The proposed thermal model is tested on a 7.5-hp ODP induction motor, whose ratings and parameters are shown in Table 4.1. The motor phase currents are measured using Hall-effect sensors. The data are then acquired and stored using a NI/LabView data acquisition system with 16-bit A/D conversion at 5 kHz sampling frequency. The motor is instrumented with 9 K-type thermocouples at different locations in the stator winding (3 in each phase) to record its average winding temperature for validation purposes.
Another K-type thermocouple is installed to measure the ambient temperature. The accuracy of the thermocouple data logger is claimed to have an error within 1.1°C. The overall experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>G140417</td>
<td>RPM</td>
<td>1760</td>
<td>230/460</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>20.0/10.0</td>
<td>ENCL.</td>
<td>ODP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Nameplate Information of Induction Motor

Figure 4.1: Experimental Setup.

4.3.2 Parameter Identification for the Proposed Thermal Model

Based on the analysis presented in Section 4.2.3, the stator temperature rise caused by \( \text{Loss}_2 \) can be considered constant after a certain amount of operating time. Therefore, to estimate the thermal parameters in (4.6) and validate the analysis presented in Section 4.2.3, the motor is first operated from cold start under 25% of the rated load for 1.5 hours,
when it is assumed that thermal equilibrium is reached; then the motor is operated under a varying load condition: 50%→75%→100%→125% of the rated load. The measured average stator winding temperature is shown in Figure 4.2.

![Figure 4.2: Measured $T_s$ rise under varying load condition.](image)

The thermal time constant for each load condition is then identified using least-square nonlinear curve fitting to the following function:

$$T_s(t) = T_s(\infty)(1 - e^{-t/\tau}) + T_{s0},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

where $\tau$ represents the thermal time constant; and $T_s(\infty)$ represents the $T_s$ after the motor reaches thermal balance. It can be observed in Figure 4.3 that the thermal time constants under 50%, 75%, 100%, and 125% load conditions are roughly the same, while the time constant under 25% load condition differs largely from the ones under the other load conditions. This is because the $T_s$ rise under 25% load condition is the combined results of $Loss_1$ and $Loss_2$; while under 50%-125% load, the $T_s$ rise caused by $Loss_2$ has reached steady state, and therefore these thermal transients are mainly caused by $Loss_1$. This
observation confirms the analysis in Section 4.2.3. Assuming that the thermal transients under 50-125% load conditions are purely caused by the copper losses, $\text{Loss}_1$, the thermal time constant, $\tau_1$, can be estimated as the thermal time constants under 50%-125% load conditions.

Figure 4.3: Identified thermal time constant for different load conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load conditions</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>75%</th>
<th>100%</th>
<th>125%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time constant $\tau_1$ (sec.)</td>
<td>1160</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>1330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gain $k_1$ (°C/Amp²)</td>
<td>0.1427</td>
<td>0.1327</td>
<td>0.1325</td>
<td>0.1380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The thermal parameter, $k_1$, in (4.6), can then be estimated assuming that during the load variation testing, the increase of stator temperature is mainly caused by the increase of copper losses, when load conditions are changed as: 50%→75%→100%→125% of the rated load. Therefore, $k_1$ can be calculated as,
\[ k_1 = \frac{T_s(\infty) - T_{s,25\%}(\infty)}{I_s^2 - I_{s,25\%}^2}, \]  
\[(4.9)\]

where \( I_s \) and \( T_s(\infty) \) represent the rms stator current and the stator temperature after the motor reaches thermal balance under 50-120% load conditions; \( I_{s,25\%} \) and \( T_{s,25\%}(\infty) \) represent the rms stator current and the stator temperature after the motor reaches thermal balance under 25% load conditions. The identified thermal parameters under 50-120% load conditions are compared in Table II. It can be observed that the thermal parameters identified under different load conditions are very close, which confirms the assumption that the thermal transients under 50-125% load conditions are mainly caused by copper losses, \( \text{Loss}_1 \), and therefore have similar thermal characteristics. The \( k_1 \) and \( \tau_1 \) in (4.6) and (4.7) are estimated to be 0.1365 \(^\circ\text{C}/\text{A}^2\) and 1260 seconds, respectively, using the average of the identified parameters under load conditions from 50% to 125%.

With the thermal parameters associated with copper losses identified, the stator temperature rise caused by the other losses, \( \text{Loss}_2 \), can be calculated using the stator temperature under 25% load conditions after cold startup as,
\[
T_{s,\text{Loss}_2}(t) = k_2(1-e^{-t/\tau_2}) = T_s(t) - k_1 I_s^2(1-e^{-t/\tau_1}), \]
\[(4.10)\]
by removing the stator temperature rise caused by the copper losses. The estimated temperature rise caused by \( \text{Loss}_2 \) under 25% load condition is shown in Figure 4.4. Therefore, the thermal parameters associated with \( \text{Loss}_2 \) can be identified.
4.3.3 $T_s$ Estimation using the Proposed Thermal Model from Cold Startup

To test the feasibility of the proposed thermal model, the motor is operated from cold start under 75% and 100% of the rated load, respectively. The average stator temperature is also measured using embedded thermocouples for validation purposes. The proposed thermal model with the identified thermal parameters is used to estimate the stator winding temperature, only based on the phase current measurement. To compare the effectiveness of this proposed thermal model and the first-order thermal model, which is broadly used in conventional overload relays, the stator temperature is also estimated using the first-order thermal model. The thermal parameters in the first-order thermal model are estimated based on the measured stator temperature under 25% load condition.

The stator temperature estimation results, together with the measured average stator temperature under 100% load condition and 75% load condition are shown in Figure 4.5.
and Figure 4.6, respectively. It is clearly shown that the $T_s$ estimation accuracy using the proposed thermal model greatly outperforms the accuracy of the first order thermal model.

Figure 4.5: $T_s$ estimation under 100% load condition.

Figure 4.6: $T_s$ estimation under 75% load condition.
The maximum stator temperature estimation error using the proposed thermal model is within 3°C, with the rms error within 1 °C; while the stator temperature estimation error given by the first order thermal model is as large as 25°C. Considering the possible instrumental error, the rms error of the proposed thermal model is within 2°C. The large stator temperature estimation error of the first-order thermal model is mainly caused by the variations of thermal parameters under different load conditions. The machine’s thermal behavior is caused by the combined effects of different losses in the machine. Under different operating conditions, the thermal characteristics of induction machines vary largely. Therefore, the thermal parameters in first order thermal models need to be identified under each operating conditions for accurate thermal protection, which is highly impractical for real-time implementation. However, in the proposed simplified thermal model, the variations of the induction machine’s thermal characteristics can be accurately modeled with the consideration of different motor losses under different operating conditions.

4.3.4 $T_s$ Estimation using the Proposed Thermal Model under Periodic Operating Duty Cycle

To test the feasibility of the proposed thermal model under long time operations, the induction machine is operated under periodic operating duty cycles, as defined in [10]. The induction machine is periodically operated under 50% and 125% of the rated load for 40 minutes. Again, the estimated stator winding temperatures using the proposed thermal model and the first order thermal model are compared with the measured average stator temperature using embedded thermal sensors, as shown in Figure 4.7.
The rms error in the stator winding temperature estimation using the proposed thermal model is within 2°C; while the estimation error using first order thermal model is 25°C. Even when considering the possible instrumental error, the rms error of the proposed thermal model is within 3°C, which is a large improvement compared to first
order thermal model. The proposed thermal model outperforms the first-order thermal model. It should be noted that for this type of long time operation, (4.7) can be used instead of the full model (4.6), since the temperature rise caused by $\text{Loss}_2$ reaches steady state after a certain duration of operation, and therefore the thermal transients caused by $\text{Loss}_2$ can simply be considered as constant. The estimated stator temperatures using (4.6) and (4.7) are compared in Figure 4.8. It can be observed from Figure 4.8 that (4.6) and (4.7) give the same stator temperature estimation results after a small amount of time (in this case, about 40 minutes). Therefore, for long time operation (4.7) can be used for accurate stator temperature estimation, with only 3 thermal parameters required. This again greatly simplifies the real-time implementation of thermal models in thermal overload relays.

4.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, a novel simplified thermal model for induction machines has been proposed based on the analysis of machine’s thermal behavior. Instead of using lumped thermal networks, a transfer function based approach has been applied, with far less thermal parameters required for accurately modeling the thermal behavior of induction machines. In order to achieve an accurate estimation under different initial operating conditions, the losses in induction machines have been classified into two categories: copper losses, which can be calculated by monitoring the phase currents; the other losses, which are roughly constant under different load conditions. Due to this segregation, the complexity of the thermal model of the induction machine can be greatly reduced.

The proposed simplified thermal model has been validated from experimental testing of a 7.5-hp ODP induction machines under various load conditions, including constant
load testing and periodic operation. The major advantages of the proposed thermal model are summarized as follows:

1. High accuracy. The maximum $T_s$ estimation error from experimental testing is within 4°C, with the rms error within 3 °C;

2. Low calculation effort required. No complex calculation is required, which greatly reduces the cost of overload relays;

3. Easy implementation. Since only current sensors are needed, the proposed thermal model can be easily implemented in thermal overload relays without any requirement on additional hardware.

However, the method also has some disadvantages, which are:

1. Difficulty in parameter identification: thermal parameters in the thermal model need to be identified before the model can be used for online thermal protection;

2. Sensitive to changes in a motor’s cooling capability. The thermal parameters can not adapt to the changes in a motor’s cooling capability.

Although the proposed thermal model is simple for implementation and has high accuracy, its disadvantages result in the need for thermal protection techniques which can be robust to the changes of a motor’s cooling capability.
CHAPTER 5  Stator Temperature Estimation for Soft-starter-connected Induction Motors

5.1 Overview

Accurate stator temperature estimation is crucial to prevent the motor from thermal overload and catastrophic motor failures. Based on the review of existing stator temperature estimation techniques and the thermal model studies presented in the previous chapters, the practical application of thermal model-based techniques is limited due to the difficulties in thermal parameter identification and its sensitivity to the change of a motor’s cooling capability. Therefore, dc signal injection-based methods are considered as the candidate methods due to their high accuracy and sensorless nature: only motor terminal quantities are needed.

Soft-starter has been a widely used cost-efficient motor protection device in industry. The soft-starter typically uses solid-state power switches to limit the starting current of induction motors, which leads to a “soft” startup.

In this chapter, a dc signal injection-based stator temperature/resistance estimation technique is presented for soft-starter-connected induction motors. By changing the operation of the power switches in a soft-starter, dc signals can be injected into the stator winding of an induction motor. Therefore, the stator winding resistance and temperature can be estimated. Experimental testing is conducted for the validation of this proposed technique.

5.2 Structure of Soft-starter

The soft-starter normally contains multiple anti-parallel solid-state switches (e.g., thyristors) to control the current flow and, in turn, the terminal voltages of the motor.
The soft-starter limits the transient voltages and currents, avoids the inrush currents, and results in a “soft” motor start. After starting, the soft-starter enters the “bypass” mode, when the contactors are closed to minimize the power dissipation. The basic structure of a soft-starter with anti-parallel thyristors is shown in Figure 5.1.

![Figure 5.1: Basic structure of soft-starters.](image)

By changing the gate drive signals of the thyristors in the soft-starter, a small adjustable dc bias can be intermittently injected to the motor for estimation of the stator winding resistance. Based on online and continuous monitoring of the stator winding resistance, the stator winding temperature can be monitored using only motor voltage and current.

### 5.3 DC Signal Injection using Soft-starter

A new gate drive control mode, namely “dc injection mode (DIM),” is proposed in this work to inject dc components in the motor line voltages and phase currents. During the dc injection period, only one contactor (corresponding to only one phase, e.g., phase $a$) in the soft-starter is kept open, while the other two contactors still work normally as in
bypass mode. Instead of using the symmetrical operation mode, a short delay is introduced to the gate drive signal of only the forward- (backward-) conducting thyristor of phase \( a \) \((V_{G1})\), after the phase \( a \) current’s rising (falling) zero-crossing. After the DIM period, the phase \( a \) contactor is closed, so that the soft-starter returns to normal bypass operation. Figure 5.2 shows the typical waveforms of the motor line voltage \((v_{ab})\), phase current \((i_a)\), while a small delay angle of \( \alpha \) \((\alpha < 30^\circ)\) is added.

Therefore, dc signal can be injected by changing the operation of the thyristors to estimate the stator winding resistance and temperature using motor’s dc model.

![Figure 5.2: Motor line voltage, phase current during DIM.](image)

**5.4 Stator Temperature Estimation for Soft-starter-connected Induction Motors**

![Figure 5.3: DC equivalent circuit of motor, source and soft-starter.](image)
The dc components in the input voltages and currents do not “pass through” the air-gap of the induction motors, and hence have no impact on the rotor circuit. Therefore, the equivalent dc model of the induction motor with a soft-starter can be illustrated as in Figure 5.3. The stator resistance $R_s$ can be estimated from the terminal voltages and currents as

$$R_s = \frac{2 \cdot v_{ab}^{dc}}{3 \cdot i_a^{dc}},$$  \hfil (5.1)

where $v_{ab}^{dc}$ and $i_a^{dc}$ are the dc components of the motor line voltage $v_{ab}$ and phase current $i_a$, respectively.

Based on the estimated $R_s$ from dc signal injection, the stator winding temperature $T_s$ can be monitored using equation (2.10).

### 5.5 Evaluation of Torque Pulsation

As shown in Figure 5.2, due to the small delay angle $\alpha$ ($\alpha < 30^\circ$), it can be assumed that $v_{ab}$ only consists of dc component and line frequency ($\omega_e$) component, as

$$v_{ab} \approx v_{ab}^{dc} + v_{ab}^{\omega_e}.$$  \hfil (5.2)

Similarly, the phase current $i_a$ can be approximately denoted as

$$i_a \approx i_a^{dc} + i_a^{\omega_e},$$  \hfil (5.3)

where $i_a^{dc}$ and $i_a^{\omega_e}$ are the dc component and the line frequency component of $i_a$, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.4.
Therefore, the dc component in $i_a$ can be approximately derived as

$$i_a^{dc} \approx -I_a^{α} \sin(\alpha), \quad (5.4)$$

where $I_a^{α}$ is the peak value of the line frequency component in $i_a$.

Let $\bar{v}_{dqs}$, $\bar{i}_{dqs}$, and $\bar{\lambda}_{dqs}$ be the stator voltage, stator current, and total flux linkage space vectors in the d-q stationary reference frame. The air-gap torque, $T_{ag}$, can be calculated as the cross product of $\bar{\lambda}_{dqs}$ and $\bar{i}_{dqs}$, as

$$T_{ag} = \frac{3P}{4} |\bar{\lambda}_{dqs} \otimes \bar{i}_{dqs}|, \quad (5.5)$$

where $P$ is the number of poles.

The flux linkage vector can be estimated based on the stator voltage and current vectors as

$$\bar{\lambda}_{dqs} = \int (\bar{v}_{dqs} - R_s \bar{i}_{dqs}) dt \approx \int \bar{v}_{dqs} dt, \quad (5.6)$$

The flux and current space vectors can be decomposed into vectors at multiples of the fundamental frequency, as

$$\bar{\lambda}_{dqs} = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{+\infty} \bar{\lambda}_{dqs}^{n60} \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{i}_{dqs} = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{+\infty} \bar{i}_{dqs}^{n60}, \quad n \in \mathbb{Z}, \quad (5.7)$$
where the superscript of each decomposed vector indicates its rotating direction and angular speed in the vector space, assuming the supply frequency is 60 Hz.

The correlation of each component in the injected signals to the torque pulsation can be evaluated separately based on this decomposition analysis. The frequency of the torque variation caused by flux linkage vector $\vec{\lambda}_{dqs}^f$ and current vector $\vec{i}_{dqs}^f$ is $|f_1 - f_2|$.

Therefore, the air-gap torque in (5.5) can be extended as

$$T_{ag} = \frac{3P}{4} \left| \left( \sum_{n=-\infty}^{+\infty} \vec{\lambda}_{dqs}^{n-60} \right) \otimes \left( \sum_{n=-\infty}^{+\infty} \vec{i}_{dqs}^{n-60} \right) \right|$$

$$= \frac{3P}{4} \left| \vec{\lambda}_{dqs}^{60} \otimes \vec{i}_{dqs}^{60} \right| + \frac{3P}{4} \left| \vec{\lambda}_{dqs}^{60} \otimes \vec{i}_{dqs}^{dc} \right| + \xi_T , \quad (5.8)$$

$$= T_{1}^{dc} + T_{2}^{60} + \xi_T$$

where $T_{1}^{dc}$, $T_{2}^{60}$ represent the dc, 60 Hz major components in the air-gap torque; $\xi_T$ is the remaining high frequency torque components. Neglecting high-order harmonics in the flux linkage and stator current, the dc component and the 60 Hz component in the air-gap torque can be respectively denoted as

$$\left| T_{ag}^{dc} \right| \approx \left| T_{1}^{dc} \right| \approx \frac{3P}{4} \left| \vec{\lambda}_{dqs}^{60} \otimes \vec{i}_{dqs}^{60} \right|$$

$$\left| T_{ag}^{60} \right| \approx \left| T_{2}^{60} \right| \approx \frac{3P}{4} \left| \vec{\lambda}_{dqs}^{60} \otimes \vec{i}_{dqs}^{dc} \right| , \quad (5.9)$$

Using (5.8), (5.9) can be derived as

$$\left| T_{ag}^{dc} \right| \approx \left| T_{1}^{dc} \right| \approx \frac{3P}{4} \left| \vec{\lambda}_{dqs}^{60} \otimes \vec{i}_{dqs}^{60} \right|$$

$$\approx \frac{3P}{4} \int \vec{V}_{dqs}^{60} \otimes \vec{i}_{dqs}^{60} \, dt = \frac{3P}{4} \left| \vec{\lambda}_{dqs}^{60} \right| \left| \vec{i}_{dqs}^{60} \right| \cos(\phi) , \quad (5.10)$$

where $\cos(\phi)$ is the power factor.
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The dc component in the air-gap torque is induced by the fundamental frequency component in the phase current, as in bypass mode; while the 60 Hz component in the air-gap torque is the torque distortion caused by the injected dc current. It should be noted that the negative sequence current caused by the dc injection is negligible compared to the injected dc component, so the major harmonic in the air-gap torque is the 60 Hz component caused by the injected dc current.

The percentage torque pulsation can be simply derived using (5.9) and (5.10) as

\[
\frac{T_{ag}^{60}}{T_{ag}^{dc}} \approx \frac{\tilde{\omega}_{dqs}^{60} \otimes \tilde{\omega}_{dqs}^{dc}}{\tilde{\omega}_{dqs}^{60} \otimes \tilde{\omega}_{dqs}^{dc}} = \left[ \frac{\tilde{\omega}_{dqs}^{60} \otimes \tilde{\omega}_{dqs}^{dc}}{\tilde{\omega}_{dqs}^{60} \otimes \tilde{\omega}_{dqs}^{dc}} \right] \cos(\phi) = \frac{\sin(\alpha)}{\cos(\phi)}, \quad (5.11)
\]

Therefore, the percentage torque pulsation caused by the injected dc signal can be controlled within an acceptable range by controlling the delay angle \( \alpha \).

### 5.6 Improving Stator Temperature Estimation Accuracy

The accuracy of the \( R_s \) estimate is highly dependent on the magnitude of the injected dc signal, while a smaller dc signal is preferred to limit the torque distortion. To obtain a more accurate estimate of \( T_s \) with a smaller injected dc signal, a filter is necessary to improve the performance of the thermal monitoring. Traditional IIR/FIR filter design techniques, such as *Wiener Filter*, cannot be used due to a lack of training data. Therefore, an adaptive Kalman filter is preferred as no training data are needed.

The design of the adaptive Kalman filter requires a state-space model of the stator winding temperature. Although the high-order thermal model of induction motors can give an accurate estimate of \( T_s \), the thermal parameters are hard and sometimes impossible to obtain accurately without installing thermal sensors in the induction motor. Therefore, a simple first-order thermal model is used to model \( T_s \).
capacitance $C_{th}$ and the thermal resistance $R_{th}$ can be approximately obtained from the Trip Class (TC) and the Service Factor (SF) of the induction motor, as shown in Chapter 2. Based on equation (2.3), the difference equation for $T_s$ can be derived as,

$$
T_s(n+1) = e^{\frac{-\Delta t}{\tau}} [T_s(n) - T_A] + 3I_{rms}^2 R_s R_{th} (1 - e^{\frac{-\Delta t}{\tau}}) + T_A
$$

$$
= [e^{\frac{-\Delta t}{\tau}} + 3I_{rms}^2 \alpha R_s R_{th} (1 - e^{\frac{-\Delta t}{\tau}})]T_s(n) + \{(1 - e^{\frac{-\Delta t}{\tau}})T_A
$$

$$
+ 3I_{rms}^2 [R_s - \alpha R_s T_s] R_{th} (1 - e^{\frac{-\Delta t}{\tau}})\}
$$

The state space model of the system is,

$$
x(n+1) = A x(n) + B u(n) + w(n)
$$

$$
y(n) = C x(n) + v(n)
$$

where $A = e^{\frac{-\Delta t}{\tau}} + 3I_{rms}^2 \alpha R_s R_{th} (1 - e^{\frac{-\Delta t}{\tau}})$, $B = C = 1$, and $u(n) = (1 - e^{\frac{-\Delta t}{\tau}})T_A + 3I_{rms}^2 [R_s - \alpha R_s T_s] R_{th} (1 - e^{\frac{-\Delta t}{\tau}})$. The quantity $x(n)$ is the estimated stator temperature by the adaptive Kalman filter, denoted as $\hat{T}_{s, AKF}$. The quantity $y(n)$ is the estimated stator temperature based on the estimate of $R_s$ from the dc injection, denoted as $\hat{T}_{s, dc}$. Note that $w(n)$ is the modeling error of $T_s$, and $v(n)$ is the estimation error of $\hat{T}_{s, dc}$.

The update of the Kalman filter is given by equation (5.14), where $P$ is the error covariance matrix, $Q_v$ and $Q_w$ are the autocorrelation matrix of the modeling error and estimation error, respectively.
\[
\dot{x}(n \mid n-1) = A \hat{x}(n-1 \mid n-1) + Bu(n-1) \\
P(n \mid n-1) = AP(n-1 \mid n-1)A^T + Q_v(n) \\
K(n) = P(n \mid n-1)C [CP(n \mid n-1)C^T + Q_v(n)]^{-1} \\
P(n \mid n) = [I - K(n)C]P(n \mid n-1) \\
\hat{x}(n \mid n) = \hat{x}(n \mid n-1) + K(n)[y(n) - C \hat{x}(n \mid n-1)]
\] (5.14)

The performance of the adaptive Kalman filter is highly dependent on the selection of \(Q_v\) and \(Q_w\). Although the mean value of modeling error \(w(n)\) is not zero, as required by the no bias condition of Kalman filter, a properly selected \(Q_w\) can effectively reduce the influence of inaccurate modeling. As the thermal parameters in the Trip Class (TC) thermal model are conservative, the modeling error becomes larger due to changes of thermal parameters under higher load conditions. So, \(Q_w\) can be roughly approximated as equation (5.15) to compensate for the inaccurate modeling.

\[
Q_w = 25I_{p.u.}(^\circ C^2),
\] (5.15)

where \(I_{p.u.}\) is the per unit value of the phase current in bypass mode. \(Q_v\) can be simply estimated as the variance of \(\hat{T}_{\text{ave}}\), when the motor reaches thermal steady state under 100% load condition.
5.7 Stator Temperature Estimation Scheme for Soft-starter-connected Induction Motors

Figure 5.5: $R_s$-based stator temperature estimation scheme using soft-starters.

Once the noise autocorrelation matrix $Q_v$ and $Q_w$ have been determined, the adaptive Kalman filter can produce an optimal estimate of the stator winding temperature. The overall thermal monitoring scheme is shown as in Figure 5.5. The gate signal controller controls the torque distortion under acceptable level by monitoring the magnitude of the injected dc current in DIM. The dc components of $v_{ab}$ (or $v_{th}$) and $i_d$ are calculated. Then $\dot{t}_{r,k}$, $I_{rms}$ and the ambient temperature $T_A$ are used as the inputs to the adaptive Kalman filter, which can reduce the error of $\dot{t}_{r,k}$.

The advantage of this proposed stator temperature monitoring scheme lies in its non-intrusive and sensorless nature. It is only based on measurements of voltage, current and
ambient temperature. This approach can give an accurate stator winding temperature estimate without any embedded thermal sensor in the motor or any off-line test for thermal parameters.

5.8 Implementation Considerations

To implement the proposed $R_s$ estimation method in a soft-starter to achieve remote, sensorless and accurate thermal protection for the motors, the errors caused by the voltage and current measurements, the data acquisition system and the cable resistance have to be evaluated, and reduced if possible.

5.8.1 Voltage & Current Measurements

Since $v_{ab}^{dc}$ and $i_a^{dc}$ are obtained from the mean of $v_{ab}$ and $i_a$ during DIM, the dc offsets in the voltage and current measurements influence the accuracy of the $R_s$ estimate. Therefore, the dc offsets of the measurements must be compensated for.

![Figure 5.6: Measurement offset compensation.](image)

Assuming that the dc component in the supply voltage can be neglected, the offsets can be calculated by the mean of the $v_{ab}$ and $i_a$ measurements for an integer number of cycles in the bypass mode before each DIM, when there is no injected dc signal, as shown in Figure 5.6. After compensation for the measurement offsets, equation (2.10) becomes,
\[ R_v = \frac{2 \cdot (v_{dc}^{ab} - v_{offset})}{3 \cdot (i_{dc}^a - i_{offset})} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.16)

5.8.2 Sampling Frequency

During the DIM of the soft-starter, the delay angle is normally controlled to be small (10°-25°) so that the torque pulsation caused by the injected dc signal is under some acceptable level. The line-line voltages and phase currents are no longer sinusoidal, with not only dc signal injected, but also multiple harmonics.

Due to the aliasing effect of the spectrum caused by a sampling at a sampling frequency of \( f_s \), the dc component in the voltage spectrum is contaminated by the voltage harmonic at \( 2f_s \). The aliasing effect of the voltage spectrum caused by a sampling frequency of 5 kHz is shown in Figure 5.7. It can be seen from Figure 5.7 that the alias effect introduces additional noise, and influence the accuracy of \( v_{dc}^{ab} \) measurement. Therefore, the sampling frequency \( f_s \) must be high enough that the voltage harmonic at frequency of \( 2f_s \) is negligible compared to the injected dc component. In the experiment, with a delay angle of 20°, a sampling frequency of 20-50 kHz is needed for accurate measurement. This is obviously undesirable to implement in a real soft-starter. Due to power dissipation considerations, the DSP processing chips in soft-starters normally work at a frequency of 2-5 kHz.

In order to reduce the necessary sampling frequency, a low pass filter is needed to improve the measurement accuracy. Using a low pass filter with cutoff frequency of \( f_{\text{cut-off}} \), the voltage harmonic at \( f_{\text{cut-off}} \) can be considered negligible. Therefore, a sampling frequency of approximately \( f_{\text{cut-off}}/2 \) is high enough to provide accurate measurements for voltage and current.
Figure 5.7: The alias effect of the voltage spectrum with \( f_s \) of 5 kHz

5.8.3 Analog/Digital Conversion Resolution

Another aspect of the data acquisition system that needs to be considered is the A/D conversion resolution. Normally during DIM, due to the small stator resistance of induction motors, the dc component in the line-line voltage is more difficult to measure than the dc component in the phase current.

\[
\frac{v_{ab}^{dc}}{v_{ab,\text{peak}}} \ll \frac{i_{ab}^{dc}}{i_{ab,\text{peak}}}. \quad (5.17)
\]

Therefore, the error caused by A/D conversion is mainly in the voltage measurement. The stator resistance estimation error due to limited A/D conversion resolution can be approximated by

\[
\Delta R_s = \frac{2}{3} \frac{v_{ab}^{dc}}{i_{ab}^{dc}} \leq \frac{2}{3} \frac{V_{\text{range}}}{2^N}, \quad (5.18)
\]
where \( N \) is the A/D conversion resolution (bit), and \( V_{\text{range}} \) is the max. voltage range of A/D conversion. For instance, when the voltage measurement range is 1500 volts, the error caused by a 12-bit A/D conversion is approximately 0.37 volt, which is not negligible compared to the small injected dc signal. Therefore, to reduce the requirement of the A/D resolution, it is necessary to limit the filter gain at the supply frequency, so that the necessary voltage measurement range is decreased.

Assuming that the filter gain is \( H(j\omega) \), equation (5.18) can be rewritten as

\[
\Delta R_s = \frac{2 \Delta V_{ab}^{dc}}{3} \approx \frac{2 V_{\text{peak}}}{3} \frac{2^{N-1}}{V_{ab}^{dc}} |H(j\omega)|_{f=60Hz}, \quad (5.19)
\]

where \( V_{\text{peak}} \) is the peak voltage at the supply frequency of 60 Hz. For instance, with a sampling frequency of 2 kHz, if a simple RC filter with cut-off frequency at 20 Hz is used, the magnitude of voltage harmonic at 2\( f_s \) is reduced to \( H(j\omega)\big|_{f=2f_s}=0.08\% \) of its value before filtering, which means the noise of the dc voltage measurement is greatly reduced. Assuming that the necessary voltage measurement range is 1500 volts, if the same RC filter is used, the necessary voltage measurement range is reduced to \( 1500H(j\omega)\big|_{f=60Hz}=80 \) volts. The voltage measurement error caused by a 12-bit A/D conversion is reduced from 0.37 volt to 0.02 volt.

### 5.8.4 Compensation for Cable Resistance

If the soft-starter is installed in the motor control center and the motor terminals are not accessible, the resistance of the cable connecting the induction motor to the soft-starter may not be negligible compared to \( R_s \). The \( R_s \) estimation equation (2.10) becomes:

\[
R_s = \frac{2}{3} \frac{V_{ab}^{dc}}{I_{ab}^{dc}} - R_{\text{cable}} , \quad (5.20)
\]
To obtain an accurate $R_s$ estimation, the cable resistance must be compensated by measurement or estimation of $R_{cable}$. If measuring the cable resistance is not possible, it can be estimated based on the resistivity $\rho$ given by the AWG standard, the approximate length $l$ of the cable, and the ambient temperature $T_A$, as,

$$\hat{R}_{cable} = \rho l + \alpha \rho l (T_A - T_0), \quad (5.21)$$

where $\alpha$ is the temperature coefficient of resistivity; $T_0$ is the room temperature, assuming that the cable temperature is the same as ambient temperature. The error in the $R_s$ estimate caused by an inaccurate estimate of cable temperature is given by,

$$\Delta R_s = \hat{R}_{cable} - R_{cable} = \alpha R_{cable} \Delta T_{cable}, \quad (5.22)$$

where $\Delta R_s$ is the error of $R_s$ estimate, and $\Delta T_{cable}$ is the actual cable temperature above the ambient temperature.

Table 5.1: Stator Winding Resistance Estimation Error caused by Cable Resistance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HP</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Typical Rs (Ohm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>0.3-0.7</td>
<td>0.15-0.5</td>
<td>0.1-0.3</td>
<td>0.05-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min. Gauge Size (AWG#)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cable Resistance (Ohms/1000 feet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.619</td>
<td>0.9077</td>
<td>0.4028</td>
<td>0.2009</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. $\Delta R_s/R_s$ caused by cable length of 50 feet (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. $\Delta R_s/R_s$ caused by cable length of 100 feet (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. $\Delta R_s/R_s$ caused by cable length of 200 feet (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 shows the typical stator resistance for induction motors rated from 2 hp to 50 hp. The minimum gauge size of the cable is determined considering the rated current for the motor and the current carrying ability of the cable listed by the AWG standard.
For a cable temperature error $\Delta T_{cable}$ of 10°C, the error of $R_s$ estimate is calculated considering the worst case, using (5.22). It can be seen from Table 5.1 that when the cable resistance is estimated, the $R_s$ estimate error caused by the cable resistance is within acceptable range. Therefore, the proposed scheme can provide remote and reliable $R_s$ estimate even when the motor terminals are not accessible.

5.9 Stator Temperature estimation in face of Power Supply Unbalance and Motor Internal Unbalance

5.9.1 DC Model of the Soft-starter-connected Motor System

Since most of the motor control/protection devices are installed in the motor control center, normally long cables are used to connect the soft-starter to the motor. The dc model of the soft-starter-connected motor system is shown in Figure 5.8. $R_{line}$ represents the line resistance between the soft-starter and the motor terminal, including cable resistance, fuse resistance, contact resistance, etc; $R_{source,a}$, $R_{source,b}$, $R_{source,c}$ represent the power source resistances in the three phases; $R_{s,a}$, $R_{s,b}$, $R_{s,c}$ represent the motor’s stator resistances in the three phases. As the line resistances in three phases normally consist of the same cable resistance, fuse resistance, etc, they are assumed to be balanced. Since the line resistances are normally comparable to the stator resistances of the motor, it is important to compensate for the line resistance before estimating stator temperature using (2.10). Besides, power supply unbalance may be caused by unbalanced load in the system; the electric motor also normally has some internal unbalance. In these cases, when (5.1) is used to estimate stator resistance, the supply unbalance and the motor unbalance may lead to errors in the stator resistance estimation, and thus errors in the stator temperature estimation.
5.9.2 Line Resistance Compensation in face of Motor and Power Supply

Unbalance

Based on the dc model of the motor system, the line-line dc voltage $v_{ab,dc}$ can be written as,

$$v_{ab,dc} = R_{line} (i_{a,dc} + i_{b,dc}) + R_{s,a}i_{a,dc} + R_{s,b}i_{b,dc}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.23)

The three phase stator resistances can be measured from motor terminals at room temperature, prior to the installation of the soft-starter, denoted as $R_{s0,a}$, $R_{s0,b}$, and $R_{s0,c}$. The line resistance can then be estimated using the measured $v_{ab,dc}$, $i_{a,dc}$ and $i_{b,dc}$, right after the starting of the motor, as,

$$R_{line} = \frac{v_{ab,dc} - R_{s0,a}i_{a,dc} - R_{s0,b}i_{b,dc}}{i_{a,dc} + i_{b,dc}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.24)

neglecting the temperature rise of the stator winding. The line resistance can be assumed to be constant under normal operating conditions, since the temperature rise in the cable and fuse, etc, is negligible. Therefore, using the measured line-line dc voltage at the soft-
starter terminal, \(v_{ab,dc}\), the line-line dc voltage, \(v'_{ab,dc}\), at the motor terminal can be estimated as,
\[
v'_{ab,dc} = v_{ab,dc} - R_{\text{line}} (i_{a,dc} + i_{b,dc}). \tag{5.25}
\]

Based on (5.25), the effect of the line resistances can be compensated, even with supply and motor unbalance.

5.9.3 Stator Temperature Estimation in face of Motor and Power Supply Unbalance

With the presence of motor internal unbalance or power supply unbalance, using eqn. (5.1) may lead to non-negligible errors in the stator temperature estimation. Assuming that the differences among the temperatures of the three phases of the stator winding are negligible, the ratio between stator resistances of any two phases becomes constant, as,
\[
R_{s0,a} / R_{s0,b} = R_{s,a} / R_{s,b}. \tag{5.26}
\]

Using (5.23) and (5.26), (5.25) can be rewritten as,
\[
v'_{ab,dc} = v_{ab,dc} - R_{\text{line}} (i_{a,dc} + i_{b,dc})
= R_{s,a} i_{a,dc} + R_{s,b} i_{b,dc}
= \frac{R_{s0,a} i_{a,dc} + R_{s0,b} i_{b,dc}}{R_{s0,a}} R_{s,a}. \tag{5.27}
\]

Therefore, the phase \(a\) stator winding resistance can be estimated as,
\[
R_{s,a} = \frac{v'_{ab,dc} R_{s0,a}}{R_{s0,a} i_{a,dc} + R_{s0,b} i_{b,dc}}
= \frac{[v_{ab,dc} - R_{\text{line}} (i_{a,dc} + i_{b,dc})] R_{s0,a}}{R_{s0,a} i_{a,dc} + R_{s0,b} i_{b,dc}}. \tag{5.28}
\]

With \(R_{s,a}\) estimated, the stator winding temperature can be estimated using (2.10).
5.10 Experimental Validation

5.10.1 Experimental Setup

The proposed stator temperature monitoring scheme has been validated on 3 induction motors with different power rating. The gate drive control signals of a Cutler-hammer soft-starter are programmed to inject dc signals. The nameplate information of the experimental setup is shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Nameplate Information of Experiment Setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Induction Motor 1</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>CAT. NO.</th>
<th>RPM</th>
<th>Volts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Marathon</td>
<td>184TTFS6026</td>
<td>1755</td>
<td>460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF ENCL. Nom. Eff. F.L. AMPS Rs</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>ODP</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>1.36 (Ω)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induction Motor 2</td>
<td>HP</td>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>CAT. NO.</td>
<td>RPM</td>
<td>Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>TV2632</td>
<td>1765</td>
<td>230/460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF ENCL. Nom. Eff. F.L. AMPS Rs</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>TEFC</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>74/37</td>
<td>0.329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induction Motor 3</td>
<td>HP</td>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>CAT. NO.</td>
<td>RPM</td>
<td>Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Emerson</td>
<td>H7E1D</td>
<td>3515</td>
<td>230/460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF ENCL. Nom. Eff. F.L. AMPS Rs</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>TEFC</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>18.4/9.2</td>
<td>0.15 (Ω)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft-Starter for Experimental Testing</td>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>CAT. NO.</td>
<td>Volts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutler-Hammer</td>
<td>IT.S811N</td>
<td>200/230/460/575</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP Max. AMPS</td>
<td>Working Freq. Hz</td>
<td>47-63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The experimental setup for motor 1 and motor 2 is shown in Figure 5.9. The motor terminal voltages, phase currents are measured and stored using an *LDS Nicolet* data acquisition system, with 16-bit analog-to-digital conversion resolution at a sampling frequency of 100 kHz. A 30-hp drive-connected induction generator serves as adjustable load. A *Himmelstein* digital torque meter is connected between the induction motor and
the load to measure the output torque for torque pulsation analysis. The motor is instrumented with 6 K-type thermocouples at different locations in the stator winding to record its average winding temperature for validation purpose, as shown in Figure 5.9.

The experimental setup of motor 3 is shown in Figure 5.10. A 10-hp dc generator supplying a resistor bank is coupled to the tested motor to vary the load conditions by adjusting the resistance of the resistor bank. The motor terminal voltages, phase currents and the voltage across the soft-starter are measured using Hall-effect sensors. The data are acquired and stored using a NI/LabView data acquisition system with 16-bit A/D conversion at 100 kHz sampling frequency. The motor is instrumented with 8 K-type thermocouples at different locations in the stator winding to record its average winding temperature for validation purpose. Another K-type thermocouple is installed to measure the ambient temperature. The overall experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.10.

5.10.2 Torque Pulsation Analysis

In order to test the induced torque pulsation by the injected dc signal, Motor 1 is operated under 80% of the rated load with a dc-injection delay angle of 20°. The FFTs of the $v_{ab}$, $i_a$, and the output torque are normalized with respect to the 60-Hz components in $v_{ab}$, $i_a$, and the dc component of the output torque, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.11. It can been seen from Figure 5.11 that the high frequency components in $i_a$ and $v_{ab}$ can be neglected compared to the dc and 60-Hz components, which confirms the assumption in equation (5.3). The major components in the output torque are the dc and 60 Hz components, induced by the 60 Hz and dc components in phase current, respectively.
The percentage torque pulsation of the measured output torque caused by the injected dc signal is 36.8%, while the estimated torque pulsation from delay angle $\alpha$ by equation (5.11) gives $\sin(20^\circ)/\cos(\phi)=43.3\%$, with the measured power factor $\cos(\phi)=0.79$. This shows that using (5.11), the maximum delay angle $\alpha$ can be adjusted online given an acceptable torque pulsation level.

It should be noted that torque pulsation is only induced in DIM, in which the motor is only operated for 0.5 sec. every 60 sec. In the bypass mode, the motor performance is not affected.

5.10.3 Stator Temperature Estimation

After determining the maximal delay angle to limit the torque pulsation under an acceptable level, the stator winding temperature $T_s$ can be monitored using (2.10) based
on the stator resistance estimation from dc injection. It should be noted that the $T_s$ estimation accuracy is dependent on the level of the injected dc signal.

![Figure 5.12: Stator winding temperature estimation results (motor 1).](image)

The estimated $T_s$ based on dc injection for Motor 1 and Motor 2 are shown in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13, respectively. The tested motors are operated under full load with different delay angles ($10^\circ$, $15^\circ$, $20^\circ$, $25^\circ$). The measured temperatures are calculated using the average temperature measured from the pre-installed thermocouples for validation purposes. It can be seen from Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 that the accuracy of $T_s$ estimate improves for a larger delay angle. However, from (5.11), the torque pulsation
caused by the delay angle also increases as delay angle increases. Therefore, determining delay angle is a tradeoff between stator temperature accuracy and torque pulsation. Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 shows the mean square error (MSE) of the $T_s$ estimation under full-load condition, and the percentage torque pulsation as functions of delay angle, for Motor 1 and Motor 2, respectively.

Figure 5.13: Stator winding temperature estimation results (motor 2).
5.10.4 Performance of Adaptive Kalman Filter

The performance of the adaptive Kalman filter is tested on Motor 3. The value of $Q_v$ is estimated as the variance of $\hat{T}_{s,th}$, when thermal steady state is reached at full load. In this experiment with a delay angle of $15^\circ$, $Q_v$ is identified as $9.2^\circ C^2$. Then, the thermal model is roughly derived based on the Trip Class and the Service Factor of the motor. The thermal resistance $R_{th}$ and the time constant $\tau$ are identified as $0.47 K \cdot W^{-1}$ and 534 s, respectively.
To test the performance of the adaptive Kalman filter, the motor is operated under variable load conditions (0% → 100% → 50% → 75% rated load) with a delay angle of 15°. Figure 5.16-(a) and (b) show the estimated $T_s$ from dc injection before filtering, and the estimated $T_s$ after filtered by the adaptive Kalman filter, respectively. The mean value of the measured $T_s$ from the thermocouples is also shown for validation purpose. Figure 5.16-(c) and (d) show the $T_s$ estimation error before, and after filtering, respectively. The mean square error is reduced from 21.2°C to 5.2°C.

5.10.5 Performance of the Overall Stator Temperature Monitoring Scheme

In order to test the performance of the proposed stator temperature monitoring scheme with different magnitudes of the injected dc signal, Motor 3 is operated with delay angles of 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, respectively. At each delay angle, the motor is
operated under various load conditions (0%→100%→50%→75% rated load). For each delay angle, $Q_w$ is identified as described in the last section. In comparison, the parameters of the first-order thermal model are also identified from the measured temperature. The thermal resistance $R_{th}$ and the time constant $\tau$ are identified as 0.48 $K\cdot W^{-1}$ and 1073 sec., respectively.

Figure 5.17-(a), (b), (c) and (d) show the performances of the proposed thermal monitoring scheme with delay angles of 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, respectively. It can be observed in Figure 5.17 that the proposed thermal monitoring method can accurately estimate $T_s$ under load variation, even with inaccurate thermal parameters in the model.
Performance of DC injection with delay angle of 15°

- Measured from Thermocouples
- Estimated from 1st Order Thermal Model
- Estimated from the Standard Trip Curve
- Estimated from DC injection

Performance of DC injection with delay angle of 20°

- Measured from Thermocouples
- Estimated from 1st Order Thermal Model
- Estimated from the Standard Trip Curve
- Estimated from Kalman Filter
Figure 5.17: Performance of the stator temperature estimation scheme.

The Standard Trip Curve, which is widely used in induction motor thermal relays, is too conservative, giving an error as large as 40°C, under 100% load. It should also be noted that even for the “accurate” first-order thermal model, whose thermal parameters are identified from the measured temperature by thermocouples, the estimation error is still large. This is because the stator winding temperature change is a complex result of distributed thermal capacitances and resistances excited by distributed heat sources. It is simply not accurate enough to lump the other thermal capacitances, resistances and heat sources into one thermal capacitance and one thermal resistance. However, the performance of the proposed thermal monitoring scheme shows its robustness, despite the inaccurate modeling of induction motor thermal behavior.
5.10.6 Influence of Cable Resistance

To test the influence of the cable resistance, a 48-feet 12 AWG cable is installed from supply power to Motor 1. From the AWG standard, the resistivity of the 12 AWG cable is 1.588 ohms/1000 feet. Using (5.21), the cable resistance at room temperature is calculated as 0.0762 ohm. Motor 1 is operated under full-load condition with a delay angle of 20°. The \(T_s\) estimation results with and without cable resistance compensation are compared in Figure 5.18. It can be seen from Figure 5.18 the proposed cable resistance compensation method can effectively reduce the \(T_s\) estimation error caused by the cable resistance, which allows remote thermal monitoring of the motors.

5.10.7 Stator Temperature Estimation in face of Resistance Unbalance

The proposed stator temperature estimation method in face of power source and motor unbalance is tested on Motor 3. An additional 30-meter AWG 6 cable (the cable
resistance is about 45 m ohm), is connected in phase c between the soft-starter and the power supply, with short cables used in phase a and b, to emulate the power supply unbalance in the practical implementation environment.

With the motor’s three phase resistances measured under room temperature, the line resistance is estimated using (5.24), right after the starting of the motor under no load condition. The estimated line resistance per phase is 17 m ohm. In comparison, the measured line resistance per phase is 15.6 m ohm. Therefore, using (5.24), the line resistance can be accurately estimated and compensated.

![Figure 5.19: $T_s$ Estimation in face of resistance unbalance.](image)

With line resistance compensated, the stator winding resistance can be estimated using (5.28) and the stator winding temperature can therefore be estimated using (2.10). To test the feasibility of the proposed stator temperature estimation method, the motor is operated under variable load condition: 0%→100%→50%→75% of the rated load. The
estimated stator winding temperature and the measured stator winding temperature from embedded thermocouples are compared in Figure 5.19. The stator temperature estimation error is within 10ºC.

5.11 Chapter Summary

In this chapter new non-intrusive stator winding resistance/temperature estimation technique for thermal overload protection has been proposed for soft-starter-connected induction motors. Based on the continuously monitoring of $R_s$, the stator winding temperature is estimated. An adaptive Kalman filter has been designed to reduce the temperature estimation error via dc injection. The performance of the adaptive Kalman filter has been validated by experiment, decreasing the mean square error by more than 75%. The proposed thermal monitoring scheme has been validated by experimental results from 3 different motors under various load conditions. In addition, the influence of the cable resistance is investigated, and the compensation method is suggested.

The main contribution of this new stator temperature monitoring scheme lies in its remote and sensorless nature.

- **Sensorless** - the stator winding temperature can be estimated using only the motor line voltage and phase current measurement (already existing in soft-starter) without additional sensors attached on the motor.

- **Remote** - using the proposed cable resistance compensation method, the motor winding resistance/temperature can be accurately determined remotely at the soft-starter. As a result, remote motor winding thermal monitoring and protection becomes feasible.
Accurate - from the experimental results, the rms error of the stator winding temperature estimation using the proposed methods is within 2.5 °C at 25° delay angle when the winding temperature varies from 30°C to 70°C.

Flexible - the torque pulsation caused by the dc injection and the estimation accuracy are found to be both related to the delay angle. The delay angle can be optimally controlled to compromise between the estimation accuracy and the induced torque pulsation during the resistance/temperature estimation.
CHAPTER 6  Stator Temperature Estimation for Variable-frequency Drive-fed Induction Motors

6.1  Overview

Aside from solid-state motor starters, variable-frequency motor drive is another type of broadly used motor control devices. As motor losses are functions of input frequency, voltage magnitude, and speed, etc, loss estimation for drive-fed motors is more difficult than that of soft-starter-connected motors, which makes it difficult to estimate stator temperature using thermal models. Therefore, this chapter proposes signal injection-based stator temperature estimation techniques for variable-frequency drive-fed motors.

Similar to the soft-starter case, DC signals can be injected into the stator winding of an induction motor by changing the operation of the power switches in a motor drive. A modified space vector PWM pattern is proposed for the dc signal injection. The stator winding temperature can be continuously monitored using only current measurements. Experimental results are shown for the validation of the proposed techniques.

6.2  DC Signal Injection using Motor Drives

6.2.1  Schematic of Open-loop Motor Drives

Figure 6.1: Typical scalar control scheme for induction motors.
The structure of a typical open-loop motor drive using the scalar control method, which is also known as constant $V/f$ control, is shown in Figure 6.1. The three phase input voltage control signal, $v_{abc}^*$, is calculated based on the input frequency command, $\omega^*$. Using the d-q transform, the three phase voltage control signal, $v_{abc}^*$, can be transformed to the d-q voltage control vector, $\vec{v}_{dq}$. Then, given the voltage control vector, the SVPWM can achieve accurate input voltage control by controlling the power switches in the converter.

To add a dc signal in the input voltages, a dc voltage command can be added to the voltage control signals, $v_{abc}^*$. With such implementation, the SVPWM can automatically inject dc components in addition to the original voltage signals by altering the switching of the power electronics switches.

### 6.2.2 Schematic of Closed-loop Motor Drives

![Field-oriented control scheme of AC motors.](image)

Figure 6.2: Field-oriented control scheme of AC motors.
The most popular type of closed-loop speed control scheme, field-oriented control, is shown in Figure 6.2. The synchronous reference frame used in this scheme is aligned with the rotor flux so that the d-q currents can be decoupled as the flux command and torque command, as in dc motor drives. By controlling the three phase motor currents, the output torque and thus rotor speed can be controlled to the desired value for different applications. In closed-loop speed control scheme, the three phase stator currents are controlled by adjusting the voltage commands. Due to the dynamic performance of the overall control loop, the accurate injection of a desired dc voltage or current is difficult with the presence of the controllers.

However, in steady-state, the three phase voltages given by the motor drives are constant. In such conditions, the voltage command can be kept constant with the control loop disconnected, which does not affect the operation of the motor system. DC signals can therefore again be injected by adding a dc voltage command to the original voltage command given by the control scheme, which is identical to the open-loop case. After each signal injection duration, the dc voltage command is removed and the control loop is put back in operation so that the motor’s speed can be dynamically controlled.

Therefore, the dc signal injection for both open-loop and closed-loop motor drives can be achieved in the same approach.
6.2.3 DC Signal Injection using Motor Drives

To inject dc signals, a dc voltage control vector, \( \vec{v}_{dc,\, dq} \), is added to the original voltage control vector, \( \vec{v}_{dq} \), in the stationary d-q reference frame. When a dc voltage, \( v_{dc} \), is injected between phase a and phase b, c, the dc voltage control vector can be calculated as,

\[
\vec{v}_{dc,\, dq} = \sqrt{3} \begin{bmatrix} \frac{2}{3} & \frac{1}{3} & \frac{1}{3} \\ -\frac{1}{2} & -\frac{1}{2} & -\frac{1}{2} \\ 0 & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} v_a \\ v_b \\ v_c \end{bmatrix} = \sqrt{3} \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{2} v_a + \frac{1}{2} v_b \\ \frac{1}{2} v_b + \frac{1}{2} v_c \\ -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \end{bmatrix} = \frac{2}{3} \begin{bmatrix} v_a \\ v_b \\ v_c \end{bmatrix}.
\]  

(6.1)

By intermittently adding the dc voltage control vector, a controllable dc voltage can be injected into the motor for thermal protection purposes. Meanwhile the original voltage control vector, which is given by the scalar control, is still controlled to maintain the normal operation of the motor. The modified SVPWM is shown in Figure 6.3. Since the magnitude of the dc voltage control vector is typically much smaller than that of the original voltage vector, the operating region of the SVPWM is not largely affected. To
reduce the impact of the injected dc signal on the motor and the motor drive, the dc signal is injected for 1 second every 1 minute.

After each dc signal injection, the voltage command given by the control scheme is fed to the SVPWM without dc voltage control vector so that the normal operation can be re-stored. Such operation is illustrated in Figure 6.4. The motor control scheme can be different types of motor control algorithms in motor drives for output voltage control. \( v_{abc}^{ss} \) represents the output of the motor control scheme under steady state.

### 6.3 Evaluation of Torque Pulsation

While the fundamental-frequency current induces a constant output torque, the injected dc signal induces an output torque oscillating at the fundamental frequency. Let \( \tilde{i}_{dq} \) and \( \tilde{\lambda}_{dq} \) be the stator current and total flux linkage space vectors in the d-q stationary reference frame. The air-gap torque, \( T_{ag} \), can be calculated as the cross product of \( \tilde{\lambda}_{dq} \) and \( \tilde{i}_{dq} \), as,

\[
T_{ag} = \frac{3P}{4} |\tilde{\lambda}_{dq} \otimes \tilde{i}_{dq}|. \tag{6.2}
\]
where $P$ is the number of poles. It is shown in [45] that the torque pulsation caused by the injected dc signal and the constant torque induced by the fundamental-frequency current can be respectively evaluated as,

$$
\left| T_{pe}^d \right| \approx \frac{3P}{4} \left| \tilde{\lambda}_{dqc}^m \otimes \tilde{i}_{dqc}^m \right|,
$$

$$
\left| T_{pe}^q \right| \approx \frac{3P}{4} \left| \tilde{\lambda}_{dqc}^m \otimes \tilde{i}_{dqc}^m \right|,
$$

where $\omega$ is the fundamental frequency. Therefore, the relative torque pulsation can be shown as,

$$
\frac{T_{pe}^d}{T_{pe}^q} = \frac{\left| \tilde{\lambda}_{dqc}^m \otimes \tilde{i}_{dqc}^m \right|}{\left| \tilde{\lambda}_{dqc}^m \otimes \tilde{i}_{dqc}^m \right|} = \frac{\left| \tilde{\lambda}_{dqc}^m \otimes \tilde{i}_{dqc}^m \right|}{\left| \tilde{i}_{dqc}^m \right| \cos(\phi)} = \frac{I_{a,dc}}{I_{a,peak} \cos(\phi)},
$$

where $\cos(\phi)$ is the power factor; $I_{a,dc}$ and $I_{a,peak}$ represents the magnitude of the dc component and the peak value of the ac component in phase $a$ current, assuming that the dc signal is injected between phase $a$ and phase $b, c$.

Therefore, by using (6.4), the torque pulsation can be evaluated by monitoring the dc current and the power factor. Since the injected dc current can be controlled by adjusting the dc voltage command, $v_{dc}$, given the allowable relative torque pulsation, the torque pulsation can be controlled within acceptable range.

### 6.4 Stator Temperature Estimation for Inverter-fed Motors

With the dc signal injected using the modified SVPWM, when $T_s$ is represented in Kelvin temperature, $T_s$ and $R_s$ can be calculated as,

$$
\hat{R_s} = \frac{2 \cdot v_{dc}^{ab}}{3 \cdot i_{dc}^{a}}.
$$

$$
\hat{T_s} = T_{s0} + \frac{\left( R_s - R_{s0} \right)}{\alpha R_{s0}}.
$$
where \( i_{dc}^a \) and \( v_{dc}^{ab} \) represent the dc component in the phase current, \( i_a \), and line to line voltage, \( v_{ab} \), respectively; \( T_{s0} \) and \( R_{s0} \) represents \( T_s \) and \( R_s \) at room temperature; and \( \hat{T}_s \) and \( \hat{R}_s \) are the estimated \( T_s \) and \( R_s \) from the dc signal injection; and \( \alpha \) is the temperature coefficient of resistivity with respect to \( T_{s0} \).

As only current sensors are present in most of the motor drives, it is preferred to avoid using voltage measurements. Because of the non-ideal switching of the IGBTs, such as the dead time and dwell time, the actually injected dc voltage does not accurately follow the dc voltage command. The compensation of the non-ideality of the switching is difficult, which make it difficult to accurately estimate the injected dc voltage from the dc voltage command [46]. However, under constant load condition, the injected dc voltage is found to be nearly constant from the experimental results. Therefore, it can be assumed that the injected dc voltage remains constant under constant load conditions. Based on this assumption, voltage measurements can be avoided during the estimation of stator resistance, as,

\[
\hat{T}_s = T_{s0} - \frac{1}{\alpha} \hat{R}_s = T_{s0} - \frac{1}{\alpha} \frac{v_{dc}^{ab}}{i_{dc}^{a}} = T_{s0} - \frac{1}{\alpha} \frac{v_{dc}^{ab}}{i_{dc}^{a}},
\]

(6.7)

where \( i_{dc}^{a0} \) represents the dc component in the phase current when the stator temperature is \( T_{s0} \). Therefore, the stator winding temperature can be estimated using only the magnitude of the injected dc current under constant load condition. Typically, the stator temperature can be considered as the room temperature right after cold start, and therefore, the dc current right after starting can be estimated as \( i_{dc}^{a0} \).
In the case of load change, the injected dc voltage changes. This is because the variations of the magnitude of the current may lead to the variations of the injected dc voltage, due to the non-ideality of the switching of IGBTs. However, it can be assumed that before and after the load change, the stator winding temperature variations can be neglected. Under such assumption, based on (6.7), the ratio of dc currents under the same load condition remain unchanged. Therefore, the change of the magnitude of the injected dc current caused by the load change can be compensated using a rescaling process, as,

\[ i_{dc}^1 = \frac{i_{dc}^1}{i_{dc}^2} \cdot \frac{i_{dc}^2(t_0^{-})}{i_{dc}^2(t_0^{+})}, \]  

(6.8)

where \(i_{dc}^{1,load1}\) and \(i_{dc}^{1,load2}\) represent the measured dc current under load 1 and load 2 conditions, respectively; \(t_0\) represents the time when the load condition is changed from load 1 to load 2; \(i_{dc}^{1,load1}(t_0^{-})\) and \(i_{dc}^{2,load2}(t_0^{+})\) are the dc currents measured right before and after the load change; \(i_{dc}^{1,load}\) is the rescaled dc current after compensation for the load change, which is periodically updated for the estimation of stator winding resistance and temperature. Based on this, the stator winding temperature can be monitored under the new load condition using (6.7).

For continuous load variation conditions, however, it is difficult to estimate the stator winding temperature only based on the stator current measurement. This is due to the inaccurate injection of the dc voltage signal, which is because of the non-ideal switching of the power switches. In the case of continuous load variation applications, additional voltage sensors are required for measuring the injected dc voltage. With the
measurement of both dc voltage and current, the stator winding resistance and temperature can be continuously monitored online.

### 6.5 Compensation for Series Resistances

Since the motor drives are normally installed in the motor control centre, long cables may be present between the motor and motor drives. The cable resistance and the internal resistance of motor drives may be comparable to the stator resistance, which may significantly decrease the accuracy of stator temperature estimation when (6.7) is used. Therefore, the compensation of series resistances, including motor drive internal resistance and cable resistance is crucial for the accurate estimation of stator temperature. The dc model of the motor drive system is shown in Figure 6.5, neglecting contact resistances. $R_{\text{cable}}$ represents the cable resistance; $R_{\text{drive}}$ represents the internal resistance of motor drives.

As suggested in [8, 45], the cable resistance can be estimated based on the length and the size of the cable. It is shown in [45] that the stator temperature estimation error can be neglected after the compensation of cable resistance for small- to medium-size induction motors. For more accurate estimation of the cable resistance, the cable resistance can be experimentally measured during the installation of the motor drives with the motor terminals shorted. Such testing can be one of the initial tests required during the installation of motor drives for obtaining parameters of the motor system. Therefore, the stator temperature can be remotely monitored in the motor control centre.
The internal resistance of motor drives consists of the equivalent resistance of IGBT, cable resistance and contact resistance, etc. The cable resistance and contact resistance can be assumed constant under normal operating conditions. The equivalent resistance of IGBT may vary slightly with different temperature, different magnitude of the gate signal, and different magnitude of the phase current. For some applications, these variations may be negligible compared to the stator resistance. Therefore the internal resistance of motor drive can be assumed constant and predetermined before installation. However, for some other applications, these variations might not be negligible. Therefore, the internal resistance of motor drive needs to be predetermined with different magnitudes of input current and different temperatures to form a lookup table for online compensation. Since temperature sensors are typically attached to the IGBT modules to monitor their temperature in motor drives, the temperature of IGBT and the magnitude of the phase current can both be monitored online. Therefore, the internal resistance of motor drives can be estimated online using the predetermined lookup table. The pretesting of the internal resistance of motor drives is only required once for each model of motor drives, and stored in the signal processing chip for online compensation.

Under constant load condition, it can be assumed that the injected dc voltage is constant, as,
\[ i_{a}^{ac} (R_s + R_{cable} + R_{drive}) = i_{a0}^{ac} (R_{s0} + R_{cable} + R_{drive0}), \]  

(6.9)

where \( R_{drive} \) and \( R_{drive0} \) represent the internal resistance of motor drives when the stator resistance is \( R_s \) and \( R_{s0} \), respectively. Based on the estimation of cable resistance and internal resistance of motor drives, the stator temperature can be estimated as,

\[
\hat{T}_s = T_{s0} + \frac{\hat{R}_s}{\alpha R_{s0}} \frac{1}{\alpha} - \frac{1}{\alpha} \frac{i_{a0}^{ac} (R_{s0} + R_{cable} + R_{drive0}) - i_{a}^{ac} (R_{cable} + R_{drive})}{i_{a}^{ac} R_{s0}}.
\]

(6.10)

Therefore, the effects of the series resistances can be compensated for improving the accuracy of the stator temperature estimation.

### 6.6 Overall Thermal Protection Scheme for Inverter-fed Induction Motors

The overall thermal protection scheme for open-loop drive-fed induction motors is shown in Figure 6.6. The dc signals are injected by using the modified SVPWM, as shown in Section 6.2. The relative torque pulsation caused by the injected dc signal can be estimated using (6.4) by monitoring the phase current. Therefore, the relative torque pulsation can be controlled within acceptable range by adjusting the dc voltage command. On the other hand, it is understandable that the accuracy of the stator temperature estimation is highly dependent on the magnitude of the injected dc voltage. Therefore, the determination of the dc voltage command is a trade-off between acceptable torque pulsation and the accuracy of the stator temperature estimation.
Figure 6.6: Stator temperature estimation scheme for inverter-fed induction motor.

Since dc signal injection causes undesirable torque pulsation, it is not necessary to inject the dc signal and estimate the stator temperature and resistance continuously. DC signals can be periodically injected for a minimal time interval which is sufficient to obtain an accurate estimate of the stator temperature, while small enough not to cause unacceptable torque pulsation. From the experimental results of this work, it is suggested to inject dc signals for 1 second each time to obtain an accurate estimate of the stator temperature. Given a typical motor thermal time constant, a period of 5-10 minutes for the stator temperature update is sufficient for thermal protection purposes, depending on the requirements of practical application. Therefore, the motor performance is only affected by dc signal injection for 1 second every 5-10 minute. In this work, for validation purposes, the dc signals are injected for 1 second every 1 minute.

The importance of the proposed thermal protection scheme lies in its non-intrusive nature: only current sensors are required for implementation; normal operation of the motor is not interrupted.
6.7 Experimental Validation

6.7.1 Experimental Setup

The proposed thermal monitoring scheme is tested on two induction motors, whose ratings and parameters are shown in Table 6.1. An Eaton SPX9000 motor drive is programmed to inject the dc signal using modified SVPWM, as stated in Section 6.2. The switching frequency of the inverter is set as 5kHz. A 10-hp dc generator supplying a resistor bank is connected to the tested motor to vary the load conditions by adjusting the resistance of the resistor bank. The motor phase current is measured using Hall-effect sensors. The data are then acquired and stored using a NI LabView system with 16-bit A/D conversion at 100kHz sampling frequency. The motors are each equipped with 9 K-type thermocouples at different locations (3 in each phase) in the stator windings to record the average stator winding temperature for validation purposes, as shown in Figure 6.7.

Table 6.1: Nameplate Information of Experiment Setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HP</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>CAT. NO.</th>
<th>RPM</th>
<th>Volts</th>
<th>SF</th>
<th>ENCL</th>
<th>Nom. Eff.</th>
<th>F.L. AMPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Emerson</td>
<td>H7E1D</td>
<td>3515</td>
<td>230/460</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>TEFC</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>18.4/9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HP</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>CAT. NO.</th>
<th>RPM</th>
<th>Volts</th>
<th>SF</th>
<th>ENCL</th>
<th>Nom. Eff.</th>
<th>F.L. AMPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Leeson</td>
<td>G140417</td>
<td>1760</td>
<td>230/460</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>ODP</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>20/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Motor Drive for Experimental Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>CAT. NO.</th>
<th>Input Volts</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>Max. Output AMPS</th>
<th>Output Freq. Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eaton</td>
<td>SPX9000</td>
<td>380-500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0-320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.7.2 Motor Current during DC Signal Injection

The stator phase current of motor 1 during dc signal injection is shown in Figure 6.8. A low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 500 Hz is used to remove the current harmonics caused by the switching of IGBTs. It can be observed that by using the modified SVPWM, a dc signal is successfully injected into the motor. While the dc
voltage command is set as 5 volts, the injected dc current is around 7 amps. Therefore, based on the dc signal injection, the stator winding resistance and temperature can be estimated using the motor’s dc model.

6.7.3 Stator Temperature Estimation under Constant Load Condition

Based on the monitoring of the stator current, the stator winding temperature can be determined. The internal resistance of motor drive is assumed constant, and must be predetermined or estimated \textit{a priori}, together with the cable resistance. The effects of the series resistances can be compensated using (6.10). The estimated stator winding temperature based on dc injection for motor 1 under constant load condition is shown in Figure 6.9. The tested motor is operated under no load, 30%, 60% and 90% of the rated load with rated input frequency command of 60 Hz. The estimated stator winding temperature for motor 1 with input frequency of 30 Hz is shown in Figure 6.10, where the motor is operated under 30% and 45% of the rated load, respectively. The measured temperatures are calculated using the average temperature measured from the pre-installed thermocouples for validation purposes. It can be seen from Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 that the stator winding temperature can be accurately monitored using only the current measurements under constant load condition with different input frequencies. The maximum error of $T_s$ estimation is within 8 °C.
Figure 6.9: Stator temperature estimation with input frequency of 60 Hz (motor 1).

Figure 6.10: Stator temperature estimation with input frequency of 30 Hz (motor 1).
6.7.4 Stator Temperature Estimation under Variable Load Condition

To test the feasibility of the proposed stator temperature estimation scheme under variable load conditions, motor 2 is operated under variable load conditions (no load → 100% → 50% → 75% of the rated load). The effects of the load change on the dc signal injection are compensated using (6.8) for each load change. To remove effects of the measurement noise, the measured currents before and after the load change for rescaling are obtained by nonlinear curve fitting of the dc current measured under each load condition. The stator temperature estimation results are shown in Figure 6.11. The maximum error in the stator temperature estimation is within 7 °C. It can be observed in Figure 6.11 that by using (6.8) the proposed thermal protection scheme is capable of providing accurate estimation of the stator temperature under variable load conditions.

![Stator Temperature Estimation](image)

Figure 6.11: Stator temperature estimation under variable load conditions (motor 2).
6.7.5 Stator Temperature Estimation with Impaired Cooling

It is crucial that the stator temperature can be accurately estimated when the motor’s cooling capability is deteriorated, so that the user can be warned for inspection or repair of the motor with impaired cooling. To test the feasibility of the proposed stator temperature estimation scheme in the case of impaired cooling, a paper foil is attached to the end of motor 2 to partly block the ventilation, as shown in Figure 6.12.
For comparison purposes, the motor is again operated under variable load conditions (no load → 100% → 50% → 75% of the rated load). The stator temperature estimation results are shown in Figure 6.13. It can be observed that the proposed stator temperature estimation scheme can provide accurate estimation of the stator temperature, for determining whether the cooling capability of the motor is healthy or impaired. It can be observed from the comparisons of Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.13 that impaired cooling induces an increased stator temperature rise under the same load condition. Therefore, the stator temperature estimation, in addition to improved traditional protection, can also be used to detect abnormal cooling capability of the motor, so that the user can be warned for inspection or repair of the induction motor. The development of such impaired cooling detection technique will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8. From Figure 6.13, it can be observed that the proposed technique can provide accurate stator
temperature estimation under impaired cooling conditions, which is essential for the online detection of impaired cooling.

6.8 Chapter Summary

An active stator temperature estimation scheme has been proposed in this Chapter for the thermal protection of inverter-fed induction motors. DC signals are intermittently injected into the motor using a modified space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) pattern. The stator winding temperature can then be estimated based on the monitoring of only the stator phase current under both constant and variable load conditions.

The torque pulsation caused by the injected dc signals has been evaluated so that the torque pulsation can be controlled within an acceptable range by adjusting the dc voltage command in the modified SVPWM. In addition, a compensation technique for series resistances, including the internal resistance of motor drives and cable resistances, has been suggested to improve the accuracy of the stator temperature estimation.

The proposed stator temperature estimation scheme has been validated from experimental results on two induction motors with different ratings. It has been shown that the proposed stator temperature estimation scheme is capable of providing accurate stator temperature estimation under both constant and variable load conditions, and both healthy and impaired cooling conditions. The errors in the stator winding temperature estimation from experimental testing are within 8°C under different operating conditions.

The proposed stator temperature estimation scheme can provide reliable protection of inverter-fed induction motors under both healthy and impaired cooling conditions, which makes it feasible for impaired cooling detection.
The proposed technique can be directly implemented in a motor drive, since only current sensors are required for implementation, which are typically available in motor drives.
CHAPTER 7  Magnetic Effects of DC Signal Injection on Induction Motors

7.1  Overview

Although proven to work for stator winding temperature estimation, the effects of the dc signal injection have not yet been thoroughly studied. The injected dc signals induce a non-rotational pulsating magnetic flux. The overlap of the non-rotational flux and the rotating flux induced by the ac components may result in an unbalanced motor magnetic saturation within each cycle. Such magnetic saturation may increase the losses in the stator and rotor core. Therefore, it is crucial to analyze and evaluate the effects of magnetic saturation on a motor’s performance and thermal behavior. In addition, since such saturation condition is aggravated under a higher load condition or with larger dc signals injected. It is crucial to theoretically prove the feasibility of the stator resistance and temperature estimation techniques with considerations of magnetic saturation.

7.2  An Analysis of Magnetic Saturation during DC Signal Injection

7.2.1  Magnetic Saturation during Normal Operation

During normal operation without dc signal injection, the total flux is induced by the three phase currents, denoted as $\Psi$, which rotates at synchronous speed. Normally, the induction motor is designed so that under full load condition, only slight magnetic saturation is present, as shown in Figure 7.1. This is for reducing the cost of the core while limiting the possible losses and maintaining the performance of induction motors during normal operation. Since the magnitude of the rotating magnetic flux is constant during normal operation, the level of magnetic saturation is also constant under constant
load conditions. Neglecting the stator tooth saturation, the magnetic flux $\Psi$ with and without the considerations of saturation are shown in Figure 7.2-(a) (solid line: with saturation; dashed line: without saturation). It can be observed that with considerations of saturation, the magnitude of the magnetic flux is reduced. But since the magnitude of the rotating flux is constant, the effect of saturation is consistent within each cycle. Therefore, even with saturation, the stator inductance, rotor inductance and mutual inductance are constant, as the saturation condition is the same.

![Figure 7.1: Typical current-flux curve.](image)

Figure 7.1: Typical current-flux curve.

![Figure 7.2: Magnetic flux with and without considerations of saturation.](image)

(a) normal operation          (b) during dc signal injection

Figure 7.2: Magnetic flux with and without considerations of saturation.
7.2.2 Magnetic Saturation during DC Signal Injection

Unlike the normal operation, the injected dc signals induce a bias in both the stator current and the magnetic flux, as shown in Figure 7.2-(b). The actual magnetic flux, $\Psi$, now consists of the stationary flux, $\Psi_{dc}$, and the rotating flux, $\Psi_{ac}$. As a result, in each cycle, the magnitude of the flux is varying, due to the injected dc bias. Therefore, different levels of saturation are induced in each cycle: when the magnitude of the total flux is smaller, a lower level of saturation is induced; when the magnitude of the total flux is larger, a higher level of saturation is induced. As a result, the magnetic inductance periodically varies within each cycle. The typical inductance varying with different values of the magnitude of the magnetizing current is shown in Figure 7.3.

![Figure 7.3: Typical current-inductance curve.](image)

7.2.3 The Effects of Magnetic Saturation

Compared to normal operation, the magnitude of the flux decreases when the rotating flux is in phase with the stationary flux; the magnitude of the flux increases when the rotating flux is in the opposite phase against the stationary flux. Therefore, assuming that dc signals are injected from phase $a$ to phase $b$ and $c$, compared to normal operation,
a higher level of saturation is induced around the positive peak of phase $a$ current; a lower level of saturation is induced around the negative peak of phase $a$ current. As a result, the absolute values of all three phase currents increase when the positive peak of phase $a$ current appears; the absolute values of all three phase currents decrease when the negative peak of phase $a$ current appears. The effects of the saturation variations are aggravated when the magnitude of the injected dc signal increases, or under a higher load condition. Such analysis is validated by simulation and experimental results.

Due to the effects of saturation, multiple harmonics at even orders are induced in both the stator current and the air-gap flux, including the 2nd harmonics, 4th harmonics, 8th harmonics, etc. The interaction between these harmonics and the fundamental frequency induces output torque pulsation, mainly at 60 and 180 Hz.

![Figure 7.4: Typical flux waveform.](image)

In addition, the magnetic saturation also increases the core losses. As shown in Figure 7.2, the magnitude of the air-gap flux varies in each cycle during dc signal injection. The typical values of the air-gap flux for one pole during dc signal injection and normal operation are compared in Figure 7.4. In normal operation, the magnitudes of
the rotating flux at different locations of the core are almost the same. However, as the flux is biased, the magnitudes of the rotating flux at different locations of the core are different. Therefore, the heat dissipation in the core is not uniformly distributed any more. The extra heat dissipation caused by the injected dc signal and the unbalanced distribution of the core losses may cause some thermal issue on the core. To ease this thermal stress, the dc signals are typically injected "intermittently" for a small amount of time, which is sufficient to obtain an accurate estimation of the stator temperature.

7.2.4 Model of Induction Motors during DC Signal Injection with considerations of Magnetic Saturation

The dynamic model of induction motors in stationary reference frame is shown as,

\[ \begin{align*}
    v_{ds} &= R_s i_{ds} + \frac{d}{dt} (L_s i_{ds} + L_m i_{dr}) \\
    v_{qs} &= R_s i_{ds} + \frac{d}{dt} (L_s i_{qs} + L_m i_{qr}) \\
    0 &= R_s i_{dr} + \frac{d}{dt} (L_m i_{ds} + L_r i_{dr}) \\
    0 &= R_s i_{qr} + \frac{d}{dt} (L_m i_{qs} + L_r i_{qr})
\end{align*} \]  

(7.1)

where \( v_{ds}, v_{qs} \) are the stator input voltages in d- and q-axis; \( R_s \) and \( R_r \) are the stator and rotor resistances; \( i_{ds}, i_{qs}, i_{dr} \) and \( i_{qr} \) represent the stator and rotor currents in d- and q-axis; \( L_s, L_r \) and \( L_m \) are the stator, rotor and mutual inductances.

During the dc signal injection, the inductances vary when the magnetizing current changes, as shown in Figure 7.3. Therefore, the mutual inductance, \( L_m \), can be modeled as a nonlinear function of the magnetizing current, as,

\[ L_m = L_m(I_m) = L_m \sqrt{(i_{ds} + i_{dr})^2 + (i_{qs} + i_{qr})^2}. \]  

(7.2)
Neglecting the variations of the leakage inductances, the model of induction motor can be rewritten as,

\[
\begin{align*}
\nu_{ds} &= R_s i_{ds} + \frac{d}{dt}[L_{ts}i_{ds} + L_m(I_m)\cdot(i_{ds} + i_{dr})] \\
\nu_{qs} &= R_s i_{qs} + \frac{d}{dt}[L_{ts}i_{qs} + L_m(I_m)\cdot(i_{qs} + i_{qr})] \\
0 &= R_r i_{dr} + \frac{d}{dt}[L_{tr}i_{dr} + L_m(I_m)\cdot(i_{dr} + i_{qr})] \\
0 &= R_r i_{qr} + \frac{d}{dt}[L_{tr}i_{qr} + L_m(I_m)\cdot(i_{qr} + i_{qr})]
\end{align*}
\]

(7.3)

where \( I_m \) is the magnitude of the magnetizing current, as,

\[
I_m = \sqrt{(i_{ds} + i_{dr})^2 + (i_{qs} + i_{qr})^2}.
\]

(7.4)

By using (7.3), the dynamic performance of induction motors during dc signal injection can be modeled with considerations of magnetic saturation.

7.2.5 Effects of Magnetic Saturation on the Estimation of Stator Resistance and Temperature

For the estimation of stator winding resistance and temperature, the dc components in the input current and voltage need to be calculated. Assuming that dc signals are injected from phase \( a \) to phase \( b \) and \( c \), only the dc components in the d-axis stator voltage and current need to be calculated, as,

\[
\nu_{ds} = R_s i_{ds} + \frac{d}{dt}\lambda_{ds},
\]

(7.5)

where \( \lambda_{ds} \) is the d-axis stator flux. Therefore, the dc component in the d-axis stator voltage can be estimated as,
where $T$ is the period of the fundamental frequency. In stead state, as the saturation varies periodically, the stator flux is still periodic at the fundamental frequency. Therefore,

$$v_{ds}^{dc} = \frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} R_s i_{ds}^{dc} dt + \frac{1}{T} \lambda_{ds} ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.6)

where $i_{ds}^{dc}$ is the dc component in the d-axis stator current. Therefore, even considering the magnetic saturation, the stator winding resistance can still be estimated as,

$$R_s = \frac{v_{ds}^{dc}}{i_{ds}^{dc}} .$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.8)

This validates the feasibility of previous proposed active thermal protection techniques, even with considerations of the magnetic saturation under different load conditions.

### 7.2.6 Induction Machine Losses during DC Injection

DC injection induces additional losses in the motor, which may cause temperature rise during dc injection mode. Hence, it is necessary to have good knowledge of the additional losses in order to ensure that the winding insulation system is not harmed by dc injection.

The induction machine losses can be briefly divided into several components, namely the stator copper loss, the rotor copper loss, the core loss, the windage loss and the stray loss, which are all affected by the injected dc current.
The injected dc current, $i_{dc}$ induces additional stator copper loss. For the dc injection for inverter-fed machines, the additional copper losses can be estimated as,

$$P_{s, copper} = \frac{3}{2} i_{DC}^2 R_s,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.9)

where $R_s$ is the stator phase armature resistance. As for the dc injection for mains-fed and soft-starter induction machines, the additional copper loss is higher than $\frac{3}{2} i_{DC}^2 R_s$ because of the harmonics injected along with the dc current. However, since the stator current is measured and the stator resistance is calculated, the additional stator copper loss can be always directly calculated.

Seen from the rotor, the magnetic field produced by the dc current is rotating at a frequency of $(1-s)f$, where $s$ is the slip and $f$ is the main frequency. This rotating magnetic field induces additional current in the rotor bar and results in additional rotor copper losses, which can also be estimated.

The rotor equation of the dynamic induction machine model in the rotor reference frame is as follows:

$$0 = R_r i_{dR} + \frac{d}{dt}(L_m i_{dR} + L_r i_{dR})$$

$$0 = R_r i_{qR} + \frac{d}{dt}(L_m i_{qR} + L_r i_{qR})$$ \hspace{1cm} (7.10)

where $R_r$ is the rotor resistance, $L_m$ and $L_r$ are the mutual inductances. The dc component of the stator current in the rotor reference frame is as follows:

$$i_{dR} = \frac{3}{2} i_a \sin(\omega_a t + \phi)$$

$$i_{qR} = \frac{3}{2} i_a \cos(\omega_a t + \phi)$$ \hspace{1cm} (7.11)
where \( \omega_{dc} = 2\pi(1-s)f \) is the angular frequency of the DC current in the rotor reference frame.

By solving (7.10) and (7.11), it can be found that both the steady state solution of \( i_{dr} \) and \( i_{qr} \) are sinusoidal and have a magnitude of \( \frac{3}{2} \frac{\omega_{dc} L_{m} I_{dc}}{\sqrt{R_{r}^{2} + (\omega_{dc} L_{r})^{2}}} \). As a result, the additional rotor copper loss by the dc injection is

\[
P_{r,copper} = \frac{3}{2} \frac{(\omega_{dc} L_{m})^{2}}{R_{r}^{2} + (\omega_{dc} L_{r})^{2}} I_{dc}^{2} R_{r} \tag{7.12}
\]

Note that \( R_{r} \) is the rotor equivalent resistance considering the skin effect at frequency \((1-s)f\). Induction machines with deep rotor slots have higher skin effect and thus more additional rotor copper losses. Again this additional rotor copper loss is higher for the dc injection for mains-fed and soft-starter induction machines.

In the stator core, additional magnetic field is added to the original field, which causes the flux density distribution in the stator core and possible saturation. The stator core loss may be increased. However, because the injected dc current is small compared to the rated current, the increase of stator core loss is small.

The injected dc current also causes flux fluctuations in the rotor core when the rotor rotates and thus the additional rotor core loss. However, because the rotor cores in induction motors are also laminated and the magnetic field by the injected dc current is small, the rotor core loss is also small.

To sum up, the additional losses induced by the dc injection are primarily the additional copper loss in the stator and rotor, which can be both estimated with the machine parameters. Hence, the thermal effect of dc injection can be estimated to
prevent possible winding insulation damage caused by the temperature due to additional losses.

### 7.3 Simulation Results

The analysis of the effects of magnetic saturation is first validated through finite-element simulation results using Maxwell. The simulated motor has the same rating as the one in the experiment: 7.5 HP, 230/460 V, 60 Hz. Although the exact design parameters of the motor for the experiment are unknown, classical design rules and methods such as are applied and the designed motor has a normal efficiency of 85 %, normal power factor of 0.85 and a rated slip of 0.04, which is close to the performance of the actual motor for the test. M19-29G from AK Steel, a type of non-oriented electric steel typically used for stator and rotor core material is use in the simulation. The peak flux densities in the stator teeth, rotor teeth, stator core and rotor core, are designed to be around 1.45 T, which is approximately knee point in the B-H curve of M19-29G. During transient simulations, the rotor slip is kept to be the rated value and rated voltage is applied to the motor.

The flux density during normal operation and dc signal injection are shown in Figure 7.5-(a) and (b), respectively. A higher level of magnetic saturation is induced during dc signal injection, due to flux bias caused by the injected dc signals.
To compare the waveforms of the stator currents during dc signal injection and the normal operation, the dc bias in the stator currents during dc signal injection is removed, as shown in Figure 7.6. To better show the effects of magnetic saturation on the waveforms of the stator currents, the phase $a$ currents are amplified, as shown in Figure 7.7. It can be observed from Figure 7.7 that during dc signal injection, the positive peak
value of the phase a current is increased due to a higher level of saturation compared to normal operating condition; the negative peak value is reduced due to a lower level of saturation. However, the change of waveform of the stator current does not have any impact on its dc component.

Figure 7.6: Simulated stator currents during dc signal injection and normal operation.
In addition to simulation results on magnetic flux and current during dc signal injection, the different losses in the induction machine are simulated with different magnitudes of the injected dc signals, as compared in Table 7.1. The dc signals are injected at 0, 0.9, 3.6, and 6.3 amps, with respect to the rated current of 19 amps. It can be shown from Table 7.1 that the increase of copper losses is dominant compared to the core losses when the injected dc signal increases. This is due to the fact that the magnetic saturation is unbalanced in each cycle as discussed in Section 7.2.6, and the average losses remain almost the same for different magnitudes of dc signal injection.
Additional stator and rotor copper losses under normal operating condition versus $i_{dc}^2$ for the three simulated case are plotted in Figure 7.8. It can be observed that both the stator and rotor copper losses increase proportionally with the increase of $i_{dc}^2$, which agrees with the theoretical analysis in Section 7.2.6.

| Table 7.1: Motor Losses with Different Magnitudes of the Injected DC Signals |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | $V_{dc}=0$ V     | $V_{dc}=0.3$ V  | $V_{dc}=1.2$ V  | $V_{dc}=2.1$ V  |
| Phase A DC current (A) | 0 A             | 0.9 A           | 3.6 A           | 6.3 A           |
| Stator copper loss (W)     | 123.9           | 124.2           | 128.9           | 139.3           |
| Rotor aluminum loss (W)    | 263.2           | 264.0           | 275.0           | 299.2           |
| Core loss (W)              | 73.7            | 73.7            | 74.3            | 76.1            |

Figure 7.8: Additional stator and rotor copper losses vs. square of dc current

7.4 Experimental Results

The experimental testing is conducted on an ODP induction motor, using the same setup as shown in Section 6.7.1.

The waveforms of the stator currents under normal operation and during dc signal injection are compared in Figure 7.9. A dc current of 7 amps is injected when the motor is operated under full load. For comparison purposes, the dc component in the phase $a$ current during dc signal injection is removed. A low pass filter with a cutoff frequency...
of 1000 Hz is applied to remove the noise caused by the switching of IGBTs. An amplified figure of the phase $a$ current is in Figure 7.10. The effects of magnetic saturation on the waveform of the stator current can be observed, which agrees with the analysis and the simulation results.

![Figure 7.9: Stator currents during dc signal injection and normal operation.](image)
Chapter Summary

Active thermal protection techniques have been proposed for the thermal protection of induction motors in Chapter 5 and 6. The stator resistance and temperature can be monitored using the dc model of induction motors via dc signal injection.

This chapter has presented a detailed analysis of magnetic saturation caused by the dc signal injection with its effects discussed. Due to the bias in the flux caused by the injected dc signals, the level of magnetic saturation varies within each cycle. Such varying magnetic saturation degrades the performance of induction motors, induces torque pulsation, and increases the losses in the motors. The effects of the magnetic saturation on the motor currents, the motor’s thermal behavior and the estimation accuracy of stator resistance and temperature have been analyzed. Finite-element simulation results and experimental results have been presented to illustrate the analysis. It has been shown that although the magnetic saturation affects the waveforms of the stator currents, it does not have any impact on their dc components. Therefore, the
accuracy of the stator resistance and temperature estimation can be guaranteed even with presence of magnetic saturation under different conditions.
CHAPTER 8 A Cooling Capability Monitoring Scheme

8.1 Overview

The stator temperature estimation techniques for in-service induction motors are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. However, the monitoring of the stator winding temperature is not sufficient for the complete thermal protection of induction motors. The thermal overload of motors can be caused not only by motor overload, but also by impaired cooling capability. Impaired cooling capability causes additional motor temperature rise, and accelerate the deterioration of induction motor components. Therefore, in the case of impaired cooling capability, it is important to detect the problem as early as possible, so that the motor can be inspected and repaired proactively to avoid catastrophic process downtime and extend the motor life.

In this chapter, a novel cooling capability monitoring scheme is proposed by monitoring the thermal parameters of the motor’s first-order thermal model. The thermal parameters are identified online using an extended Kalman filter approach based on the estimated stator temperature via dc signal injection. The proposed cooling capability monitoring scheme, together with the stator winding temperature estimation scheme provides a complete thermal protection for in-service induction motors.

8.2 First-order Thermal Model for Detecting Impaired Cooling Capability

The mathematical representation and detailed analysis of the first-order thermal model of induction motors are presented in Chapter 2. The first-order thermal model is not an accurate representation of the thermal behavior of the induction motor, since the other losses, such as core loss, rotor loss, etc., are neglected, as discussed in Section 4.2.
The equivalent thermal resistance, $R_{th}$, and the equivalent thermal time constant, $\tau$, are not constant under different operating conditions with different load, speed, input frequency, etc, when such models are used. However, this simplified thermal model provides a tool to monitor the cooling capability of the induction motor by identifying the equivalent thermal parameter of the thermal model. In the case of impaired cooling capability, the equivalent thermal resistance increases since the motor’s ability to transfer heat is obstructed. Therefore, the impaired cooling capability of induction motors can be detected based on monitoring the equivalent thermal resistance of the first-order thermal model.

### 8.3 Impaired Cooling Capability Detection

Based on the first-order thermal model and the estimated $T_s$ via dc signal injection, the thermal parameters can be identified online to monitor the cooling capability of the motor. Because of the nonlinearity of the first-order thermal model, an extended Kalman filter (EKF) approach is used for its simplicity and online nature.

The state-space model of the thermal parameters is given by,

$$
\begin{align*}
    x_n &= \begin{bmatrix} R_{th} \\ T_{s0} \\ \frac{1}{\tau} \end{bmatrix}_n = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} R_{th} \\ T_{s0} \\ \frac{1}{\tau} \end{bmatrix}_{n-1} + w = x_{n-1} + w,
\end{align*}
\tag{8.1}
$$

where $w$ is the modeling error, identified as 0, since the thermal parameters remain constant under constant load condition; $x_n$ represents the thermal parameters at the $n^{th}$ iteration. To avoid singularity, $1/\tau$, instead of $\tau$, is used in the space model. The initial states of the thermal parameters are estimated based on the Trip Class ($TC$) and the Service Factor ($SF$) of the induction motor as shown in Chapter 2.
The observation model is given by,

\[ z_n = T^*_n = P_{loss} R_{th} (1 - e^{-t/\tau}) + T_{s0} e^{-t/\tau} + T_A + v_n, \quad (8.2) \]

where \( v_n \) is measurement error, which is the \( T_e \) estimation error. The variance matrix \( Q_v \), is estimated as the variance of the estimated \( T_e \) at full load after the motor reaches thermal balance.

The Jacobian matrix of the function \( h(x) \) is given by,

\[ H_n = \left. \frac{\partial h}{\partial x} \right|_{x_n} = \left[ \begin{array}{c} P_{loss} (1 - e^{-t/\tau}) \\ e^{-t/\tau} \\ t(P_{loss} R_{th} - T_{s0}) e^{-t/\tau} \end{array} \right] \quad \text{\textsuperscript{T}}. \quad (8.3) \]

In each iteration step, the EKF first gives an initial prediction, as,

\[ \hat{x}_{k|k-1} = x_{k-1|k-1}. \quad (8.4) \]

\[ P_{k|k-1} = P_{k-1|k-1} + Q_w. \quad (8.5) \]

The EKF then updates the prediction as,

\[ K_k = P_{k|k-1} H_k^T (H_k P_{k|k-1} H_k^T + Q_w)^{-1}, \quad (8.6) \]

\[ \hat{x}_{k|k} = \hat{x}_{k|k-1} + K_k (z_k - h(\hat{x}_{k|k-1})), \quad (8.7) \]

\[ P_{k|k} = (I - K_k H_k) P_{k|k-1}. \quad (8.8) \]

Equations (8.4) to (8.8) are repeated for each step of the iteration to provide an estimation based on all available information.

Using the EKF approach, the thermal parameters of the induction motor can be estimated to monitor the cooling capability of the induction motor, under constant load.
condition. The change of thermal parameters implies the change of the motor cooling capability. More specifically, the increase of $R_{th}$ implies the deterioration of cooling capability of the motor, since $R_{th}$ represents the cooling capability of the stator winding.

### 8.4 Overall Thermal Protection Scheme for In-service Induction Motors

The overall thermal protection scheme for soft-starter-connected induction motors is shown in Figure 8.1. By modifying the operation of thyristors in the soft-starter, the dc signals are injected intermittently to estimate the stator winding resistance over time. The thermal protection scheme is also feasible for induction motors fed by motor drives. The stator winding temperature, $T_s$, is estimated based on the estimated stator winding resistance, $R_s$. The thermal resistance, $R_{th}$, in the simplified thermal model, is then estimated based on the estimated $T_s$ via dc signal injection. Using the $R_{th}$ estimated at normal cooling capability as threshold, the increase of $R_{th}$ indicates the deterioration of the cooling capability.

![Overall Thermal Protection Scheme](image)
Figure 8.1: Overall thermal protection scheme for soft-starter-connected induction motors.

The overall thermal protection system can therefore warn the user not only of the stator winding overheating, but also of the deterioration of the cooling capability in a proactive manner. This allows the user to turn off the motor in the case of stator winding overheating, and also to inspect, repair the motor or schedule maintenance for cooling capability deterioration when necessary. The significance of the thermal protection scheme lies in its non-intrusive and sensorless nature: only voltage and current sensors are used; the motor can be well protected without any embedded thermal sensor, or any off-line test.

8.5 Experimental Validation

8.5.1 Experimental Setup

The proposed cooling capability monitoring scheme is tested on motor 3, whose nameplate information is shown in Table 5.2. The overall setup is the same as shown in Figure 5.10. The dc signal is injected for 0.5 second every 1 minute with a delay angle of 30°. To test the feasibility of the proposed cooling capability monitoring system, three different cooling capabilities are tested: 1) the motor is firstly operated with normal cooling capability; 2) the motor fan is removed to emulate the broken cooling fan condition; 3) a fiberglass thermal insulation foil is used to cover part of the induction motor frame to emulate the impaired cooling caused by motor frame dust build-up. The induction motor setups with the impaired cooling capabilities are shown in Figure 8.2.
Figure 8.2: Experimental setup of impaired cooling capabilities.

(a) Impaired cooling capability with cooling fan removed

(b) Impaired cooling capability with additional thermal insulation
8.5.2 Stator Temperature Estimation

(a) Normal cooling capability

(b) Impaired cooling capability with cooling fan removed
(c) Impaired cooling capability with additional thermal insulation

Figure 8.3: Experimental results of $T_s$ estimation.

The stator winding temperature estimation results with different cooling capabilities and under different load conditions are shown in Figure 8.3. Figure 8.3 (a), (b) and (c) show the $T_s$ estimation results with three different cooling capabilities, respectively: the normal cooling capability; the impaired cooling capability with a broken cooling fan; and the impaired cooling capability with additional thermal insulation. Under each cooling condition, variable load conditions, 0%→50%→75%→100% of the rated load, are tested. The stator winding temperature is estimated with all the contact resistances and cable resistances measured and compensated. In a practical application, the inaccurate compensation can lead to an “offset” in the $T_s$ estimation, but this does not affect the effectiveness of the proposed cooling capability monitoring scheme.
It is clearly shown in Figure 8.3 that the dc signal injection-based $T_s$ estimation method is capable of providing accurate monitoring of the stator winding temperature under variable load conditions and different cooling capabilities. This feature is of great significance since the stator winding of the motor can be reliably protected with different cooling capabilities and under different operating conditions. Besides, because of its independence on the cooling capabilities, dc-signal-injection-based $T_s$ estimation method provides a tool for monitoring the motor cooling capabilities.

### 8.5.3 Cooling Capability Monitoring

Based on the estimated $T_s$ using dc signal injection, the cooling capability can be monitored using the EKF approach. The initial thermal parameters, the thermal resistance, $R_{th}$, and the time constant, $\tau$, are identified as $0.47 \, K \cdot W^{-1}$ and $534 \, s$, respectively, based on the Trip Class and the Service Factor of the motor. After the initialization, the EKF updates the thermal parameters automatically based on the estimated $T_s$ from the injected dc signals. The covariance of the observation error, $Q_v$, is measured as the variance of the estimated $T_s$ under full load after the motor reaches thermal balance, which is identified as $3.5^\circ C^2$.

To test the effectiveness of the proposed thermal parameter estimation method, the motor thermal parameters are also calculated from the measured stator winding temperature from the thermocouples, for validation purposes. The experimental results of the $R_{th}$ estimated under variable load conditions and different cooling capabilities are shown in Figure 8.4. Figure 8.4 (a), (b), and (c) show the comparisons of the estimated $R_{th}$ from EKF approach based on dc signal injection, and the calculated $R_{th}$ from measured $T_s$ under normal cooling capability, the impaired cooling capability with broken
cooling fan, and the impaired cooling capability with additional thermal insulation, respectively. Under each cooling condition, the motor is operated under variable load conditions: 0%→50%→75%→100% of the rated load. When the load changes, the covariance matrix of the initial thermal parameters is reset to allow EKF to search for new thermal parameters under the new load condition. It is clearly shown in Figure 8.4 that the EKF approach is capable of giving accurate estimation of the thermal parameters, based on the dc-injection-based $T_s$ estimation, under variable load conditions and different cooling capabilities. The thermal parameter estimation error is within 3% after convergence. The EKF approach converges within 30-50 iterations/updates. The required convergence time can be further reduced by increasing the $T_s$ estimation update frequency.

(a) Normal cooling capability
Figure 8.4: Experimental results of cooling capability monitoring.

(b) Impaired cooling capability with cooling fan removed

(c) Impaired cooling capability with additional thermal insulation
With the thermal resistance $R_{th}$ estimated from the proposed EKF approach, the cooling capability of the induction motor can be monitored. Figure 8.5 shows the comparison of the values of $R_{th}$ under different load conditions and with different cooling capabilities. It clearly shows that the increase of thermal resistance, $R_{th}$, indicates the deterioration of the cooling capability of the induction motor. Therefore, by monitoring the thermal resistance, $R_{th}$, using the proposed cooling capability monitoring scheme, the deterioration of cooling capability can be detected to alert the user for further inspection and repair.

8.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter has proposed a dc-injection-based cooling capability monitoring scheme for in-service induction motors. Via continuously monitoring of the values of $R_s$, the
stator winding temperature, $T_s$, can be estimated, as proposed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The cooling capability of the motor can be monitored based on the estimate stator temperature. An extended Kalman filtering approach has been proposed to identify the thermal parameters of a simplified thermal model for induction motors, which are used as indicators of motor cooling capability.

The feasibility of the proposed cooling capability monitoring system has been validated from experimental results under variable load conditions and different cooling capabilities. Two different impaired cooling capabilities have been created: 1) the cooling fan is removed to emulate the broken cooling fan condition; 2) a thermal insulation foil is used to cover a part of the motor frame to emulate the impaired cooling capability caused by motor frame dust build-up. From the comparison of experimental results between normal cooling capability and the impaired cooling capabilities, it has been validated that the proposed cooling capability monitoring scheme is capable of providing accurate indication of the motor cooling capability. The thermal parameter estimation error from the EKF approach is within 3% after convergence. With both the stator winding temperature and the motor cooling capability monitored, the overall thermal protection scheme will trip the motor in the case of stator winding overheat, and warn the user for proactive inspections or maintenance in the case of cooling capability deterioration. Therefore, the proposed overall thermal protection scheme can provide complete, reliable thermal protection for soft-starter-connected induction motors.
CHAPTER 9  Improving Thermal Recovery Time for Induction Motors in Intermittent Periodic Duty Cycles

9.1 Overview

Active stator winding temperature estimation techniques have been proposed in the previous Chapters for the thermal protection of in-service induction motors. However, in some applications, stator winding temperature estimation is also needed for de-energized induction motors for assisting motor system management. In many industrial processes, induction motors need to operate with intermittent periodic duty cycles, where the motors do not operate continuously. Under such operating conditions, a motor must be periodically de-energized for certain duration to allow the motor's temperature to recover back to a predetermined value before the next startup, which prevents the heat from accumulating in the motors. Therefore, the accurate stator winding temperature estimation for de-energized induction motors is important to accurately determine the required minimum thermal recovery time and thus assist the management of the industrial processes.

The thermal characteristics of de-energized ac motors are largely different from those of operating ac motors. For ac motors operated with intermittent periodic duty cycles, conventional techniques generally overestimate the required thermal recovery time in each operating cycle, which results in the reduction of utilization and efficiency of industrial processes.

This chapter proposes a non-intrusive stator winding resistance and temperature estimation technique for soft-starter-connected ac motors at standstill. By changing the operation of the solid-state power switches in the soft-starter, a dc signal can be
intermittently injected into the ac motor when de-energized, with no output torque induced. The stator winding resistance and temperature can therefore be monitored based on the dc model of ac motors, when the motors are de-energized. Based on the monitoring of the stator winding temperature, the required thermal recovery time can be accurately determined, which can greatly reduce the required time of each operating cycle and improve the usage of the industrial process. The proposed technique is validated through experimental testing.

9.2 Introduction

The major objective of thermal protection for induction motors is to avoid thermal overload depending on the thermal limit of the stator insulation. The thermal protection of continuously operated induction motors has drawn a lot of attention in the past several decades. However, in many industrial applications, such as pumps in petroleum industry, sewage treatment, mining, etc., instead of continuous constant load operation, denoted as duty type S1 by [10], ac motors are operated with intermittent periodic duty cycles, designated as duty type S3 [10]. Each cycle of this duty type typically consists of a time of operation at constant load, and a time of de-energization to allow the motor to cool down before the next startup, which is also known as thermal recovery time.

Since embedded thermal sensors are considered costly, especially for small- to medium-size ac motors, thermal overload relays are widely used to provide thermal protection of ac motors and prolong a motor’s lifetime. Conventional overload protection devices, including dual-element time-delay fuses and eutectic alloy overload relays, are normally designed based on the thermal limit curves, which define the safe operating time for different magnitudes of input currents under both transient and running overload
conditions [13]. Since the effects of the initial temperature of a motor before startup are generally neglected, these conventional protection devices are not suitable for the protection of motors operated with intermittent periodic duty type.

Microprocessor-based thermal overload relays, which represent the state of the art in thermal protection devices, typically use a simplified first-order thermal model to emulate the thermal characteristics of ac motors during operation [14]. These thermal overload relays are primarily designed for the protection of motors operated under continuous constant load condition. However, the thermal characteristics of ac motors during operation are largely different from those at standstill. The cooling capability of de-energized ac motors is highly reduced for both Totally-Enclosed Fan-Cooled (TEFC) and open drip-proof (ODP) motors, since the cooling fan or rotor blades are also at rest. In the case of under-estimation of the thermal recovery time, the motor cannot be completely cooled down before startup, which may result in the accumulation of heat dissipation and therefore a higher motor temperature [47]. For thermal protection purposes, the thermal recovery time is typically estimated conservatively to avoid the unexpected motor temperature rise and the resultant deterioration of a motor’s key components. However, this conservative estimation may largely increase the required thermal recovery time, and therefore reduce the overall usage of the industrial process and its productivity.

In this Chapter, a novel dc signal injection-based technique is proposed to estimate stator winding temperature of de-energized ac motors for assisting the thermal protection of intermittently operated ac motors, reducing the thermal recovery time and optimizing the overall usage of the industrial processes. The thermal characteristics of ac motors
operated with intermittent duty cycles are firstly discussed. A dc signal injection-based stator temperature estimation approach for de-energized ac motors using soft-starters is then proposed. The proposed signal injection technique does not interrupt the operation of ac motors, since no output torque is induced.

9.3 Thermal Behavior of AC Motors with Intermittent Periodic Duty Type

9.3.1 Operation of AC Motors with Intermittent Periodic Duty Type

For intermittent periodic duty type, denoted as S3 duty type [10], each operating cycle consists of two periods of operation: a time of constant load operation, and a time

Figure 9.1: Intermittent periodic duty type-S3 [10].
de-energized and at rest, as shown in Figure 9.1. In this duty type, it is assumed that the time of constant load is long enough so that the effects of the high starting current on the motor temperature rise can be neglected. The duration of each cycle is denoted as $T_C$; $\Delta t_P$ and $\Delta t_R$ represent the duration of operation and the duration of de-energization, also known as the thermal recovery time; $P$ is the motor’s load; $P_V$ represents the motor losses; $\Theta$ is the motor temperature; $\Theta_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum motor temperature attained. It is important that the thermal recovery time is sufficient so that the temperature of the motor drops below some predetermined value before next startup, so that the accumulation of heat dissipation can be avoided.

9.3.2 Thermal Behavior of AC Motors with S3 Duty Type

It is a common practice to model the thermal behavior of ac motors under constant operating conditions, e.g. constant load condition or standstill, using a simplified thermal model with one single thermal time constant, as,

$$T_s(t) = T_s(\infty)(1 - e^{-t/\tau}) + T_{s0}e^{-t/\tau},$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.1)

where $T_s(t)$ represents the stator temperature rise; $T_s(\infty)$ is the stator temperature rise when a thermal equilibrium is reached; $T_{s0}$ is the initial stator temperature rise; $\tau$ is the equivalent thermal time constant.

Equation (9.1) is a rough model of the motor’s thermal characteristics under constant operating conditions. Since the stator temperature rise is an accumulative result of different losses in different locations of ac motors, the thermal behavior of ac motors can also be represented in a transfer-function form, as,

$$T_s(s) = \sum Z_i(s) \cdot P_{\text{loss}}(s),$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.2)
where $P_{\text{loss}}$ represents the losses in different locations in ac motors; $Z_i$ is the transfer function from different losses to the stator temperature rise. For simplicity, each $Z_i$ can be approximated using a single time constant, as,

$$Z_i(s) = \frac{\alpha_i}{s + 1/\tau_i},$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.3)

where $\alpha_i$ is the gain; $\tau_i$ is the time constant. The time constants, corresponding to different losses in the motor, are largely different. Therefore, under different operating conditions, the equivalent time constant, $\tau$, as in (9.1), changes. For instance, under high load condition, the thermal time constants corresponding to the higher losses dominate the thermal response.

For motors operated with S3 duty type, even when the motor is operated under constant load condition during the operating duration $\Delta t_P$, the equivalent thermal time constant still changes with different lengths of $\Delta t_P$. For a longer $\Delta t_P$, the slow thermal transients with larger thermal time constants dominate the thermal response of the motor, and therefore, the equivalent thermal time constant increases. When the simplified thermal model with a single thermal time constant is used, as shown in (9.1), the thermal time constant needs to be adjusted under different load conditions and with different values of $\Delta t_P$, which is highly difficult for practical applications without embedded thermal sensors. On the other hand, when the motor is de-energized during $\Delta t_R$, the equivalent thermal time constant can be assumed constant. However, the accurate estimation of the thermal time constant at standstill is still difficult without embedded thermal sensors, and normally, no such information is provided by the manufacturers. In addition, the thermal parameters for both $\Delta t_P$ and $\Delta t_R$ vary when the cooling capability of
ac motors changes, for instance, with motor surface dust build-up, which further decrease the accuracy of stator temperature estimation when simplified thermal model is used.

9.3.3 Practical Considerations for Thermal Overload Relays

Most of the thermal overload relays use the simplified thermal model to estimate the stator temperature, using (9.1). Since the thermal time constant is difficult to estimate, methods have been proposed to roughly estimate these thermal parameters based on the motor’s Service Factor and Trip Class [14]. However, these approaches are highly conservative, and therefore trip the motor long before the thermal limit is reached [48].

![Figure 9.2: Comparison of the estimated and actual stator temperature when operated with duty type S3.](image)

When thermal overload relays are used to protect the ac motors with duty type S3, because of the conservative estimation of both the stator temperature during operation and the thermal time constant during de-energization, a much longer thermal recovery time, $\Delta t_R$, is required. The typical estimated stator temperature (dashed line) and the actual stator temperature (solid line) are shown in Figure 9.2. $\Theta_{\text{min}}$ is the predetermined minimum stator temperature rise before each startup; $\Theta_{\text{max}}$ is the actual maximum stator temperature rise; while $\Theta_{\text{max}'}$ is the estimated maximum stator temperature rise; $\Delta t_R'$ is
the estimated required thermal recovery time; while $\Delta t_R$ is the actually required thermal recovery time. Because of the conservative estimation of the stator temperature, even though the thermal time constant during de-energization is accurately known, $\Delta t_R'$ is still much longer than $\Delta t_R$, which increase the required time of each cycle and reduces the usage of the industrial process.

Therefore, accurate stator temperature estimation during both operation and de-energization is crucial for both thermal protection purposes and improving the overall usage of industrial process.

9.4 A Stator Temperature Estimation Technique for De-energized AC Motors

9.4.1 DC Injection Method for De-energized AC Motors

The basic structure of a soft-starter with anti-parallel thyristors is shown in Figure 9.3. In order to inject dc signals without inducing any output torque, one phase of the soft-starter is kept open, e.g., phase $a$. To inject a dc signal from phase $b$ to phase $c$, only two thyristors, one in each of these two phases, e.g. $V_{G3}, V_{G6}$, are turned on before the
falling zero-crossing of the line-line power source voltage, $v_{bc}$. This creates a current path for the dc signal injection, without inducing any output torque. The thyristors are turned off automatically when the phase $b$ current drops to zero. During dc signal injection, all the other four thyristors are kept off. The typical current and voltage waveforms during dc signal injection are shown in Figure 9.4. $V_{bc}$ is the line-line power source voltage between phase $b$ and phase $c$; $I_b$ is the phase current of phase $b$; $\alpha$ is the firing angle before the falling zero-crossing of $V_{bc}$.

![Figure 9.4: Typical waveform of the input voltage, current and the gate drive signal for thyristors during dc signal injection.](image)

To reduce the extra heat dissipation in both soft-starters and ac motors, dc signals can be intermittently injected. After each dc signal injection, all six thyristors are kept open until the next dc signal injection period. The period of dc signal injection is typically around 3-5 minutes, depending on the requirement of practical application.
9.4.2 Stator Resistance and Temperature Estimation

Since the dc signals do not “pass through” the air-gap, the dc model of ac motors only consists of the three-phase stator resistances. The dc model of the motor system during dc signal injection is shown in Figure 9.5. Based on the dc signal injection, the stator resistance can be estimated using the dc model of ac motors, as,

\[ R_s = \frac{v^d_{bc}}{2 \cdot i^d_b}, \quad (9.4) \]

where \( i^d_b \) is the dc component in the phase \( b \) current; \( v^d_{bc} \) is the dc component in the line-line voltage between phase \( b \) and phase \( c \), measured from motor terminals. Based on the monitoring of the stator resistance, the average stator winding temperature can be estimated using (2.10). Therefore, the stator winding resistance and temperature can be monitored using only voltage and current measurements, which guarantee the non-intrusive nature of the proposed technique. Based on the monitoring of the stator winding temperature, the required thermal recovery time can be minimized, and the usage of the industrial process can be improved.

![Figure 9.5: DC model of the motor system during dc signal injection.](image)
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DC signals can be intermittently injected for a minimal amount of time, which is sufficient for acquiring an accurate estimation of the stator temperature. Typically, a dc signal injection duration of 0.5-1 second is sufficient for accurate estimation of the stator temperature. The required frequency of the stator temperature estimation update depends on the practical applications, given a motor’s typical thermal time constant. In this research, dc signals are injected for 1 second every 1 minute for validation purposes.

9.4.3 Analysis of the Output Torque during DC Signal Injection

The three phase input currents, $i_a$, $i_b$, $i_c$, can be represented in the stationary d-q reference frame with d-axis aligned with phase a, as,

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
i_d \\
i_q
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} \begin{bmatrix}
1 & -\frac{1}{2} & -\frac{1}{2} \\
0 & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
i_a \\
i_b \\
i_c
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
-\sqrt{2}i_b
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(9.5)

where $i_d$ and $i_q$ are the stator current in the stationary d-q reference frame; $i_a=0$; $i_c=-i_b$, as phase $a$ is kept open. In the d-axis of the rotor,

$$
0 = R_r i_{dr} + \frac{d}{dt} \lambda_{dr} = R_r i_{dr} + \frac{d}{dt} (L_m i_{ds} + L_r i_{dr}),
$$

(9.6)

where $\lambda_{dr}$ is the d-axis rotor flux; $L_m$ is the mutual inductance; $L_r$ is the rotor inductance; $i_{dr}$ is the d-axis rotor current; $R$ is the rotor resistance. From (9.5), $i_d=0$, and therefore, using (9.6), $i_{dr}=0$. The d-axis stator flux, $\lambda_{ds}$, can therefore be represented as,

$$
\lambda_{ds} = L_s i_{ds} + L_m i_{dr} = 0.
$$

(9.7)

The air-gap torque can be represented as,
\[ T = \frac{3}{2} \text{Poles} \left( \frac{\lambda_{ss} i_{qs} - \lambda_{qs} i_{ds}}{2} \right) \quad \text{(9.8)} \]

As a result, no output torque is induced during dc signal injection. Therefore, the motor’s condition is not interrupted by the dc signal injection.

9.4.4 Analysis of the Input Phase Current

Since no output torque is induced during the dc signal injection, the equivalent circuit of the ac motor is obtained as shown in Figure 9.6.

\[ i_b(t) \approx \begin{cases} \frac{1}{2\omega (L_{is} + L_{lr})} V_p [\cos(\alpha - \omega t) - \cos \alpha] & 0 \leq t \leq \frac{2\pi + 2\alpha}{\omega} \\ 0 & \text{(else)} \end{cases} \quad \text{(9.9)} \]

where \( V_p \) is the peak value of \( v_{bc} \).

The magnitude of the dc component can be calculated as,

\[ i_{bdc} = \frac{\omega}{2\pi} \int_{0}^{2\pi/\omega} i_b(t)dt \]

\[ \approx \frac{1}{2\pi \omega (L_{is} + L_{lr})} V_p [\sin \alpha - \alpha \cos \alpha] \quad \text{(9.10)} \]
Therefore, the magnitudes of both the phase current and its dc component are highly dependent on the value of the firing angle $\alpha$. It is understandable that a better accuracy of the stator temperature estimation can be obtained for a larger injected dc signal; while a larger injected dc current yields higher heat dissipation in both the soft-starter and ac motor. Therefore, the determination of the firing angle $\alpha$ is a tradeoff between heat dissipation in the soft-starter and ac motor, and the accuracy of stator temperature estimation. Typically, a firing angle $\alpha>10^\circ$ is sufficient to acquire an accurate estimation of the stator temperature.

Since only voltage and current measurements are required for the proposed stator temperature estimation technique, and the motor’s condition is not interrupted with no output torque produced, the proposed stator temperature estimation technique for de-energized ac motors is considered to be cost-effective and non-intrusive.

### 9.5 Experimental Validation

#### 9.5.1 Experimental Setup

To validate the proposed technique, experimental testing has been conducted on a 7.5-hp ODP induction motor. A cutler-hammer S811 soft-starter rated at 10-30 hp and 200-575 volts are used to inject the dc signals. The nameplate information of the induction motor and the soft-starter is listed in Table 9.1. A dSpace DS1104 control system is used to control the switching of the thyristors. An analog circuit is designed as the gate drive of the thyristors, as shown in Figure 9.7. Nine K-type thermal couples are installed in the stator of each induction motor at different locations to measure the average stator temperature for validation purposes. A 10-hp dc generator supplying a resistor bank is used as the dynamometer. The motor’s terminal voltage and phase
current are measured using Hall-effect sensors. The data are then acquired and stored using a *NI/LabView* data acquisition system with 16-bit A/D conversion at 50 kHz sampling frequency. The overall experimental setup is the same as shown in Figure 5.10.

![Control circuit of thyristors](image)

**Figure 9.7:** Control circuit of thyristors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Induction Motor</strong></th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>CAT. NO.</th>
<th>RPM</th>
<th>Volts</th>
<th>SF</th>
<th>ENCL.</th>
<th>Nom. Eff.</th>
<th>F.L. AMPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Leeson</td>
<td>G140417</td>
<td>1760</td>
<td>230/460</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>ODP</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>20/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Soft-Starter for Experimental Testing</strong></th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>CAT. NO.</th>
<th>Volts</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>Max. AMPS</th>
<th>Working Freq. Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cutler-Hammer</td>
<td>IT.S811N</td>
<td>200/230/460/575</td>
<td>10/10/25/30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>47-63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**9.5.2 Stator Current and Voltage during DC Signal Injection**

The typical waveforms of a motor’s terminal voltage and current during dc signal injection are shown in Figure 9.8. The firing angle is about 20°. The determination of the firing angle, α, is a tradeoff between heat dissipation in the soft-starter and ac motor, and the accuracy of stator temperature estimation. It can be observed from Figure 9.8
that a dc signal is successfully injected into the motor for stator winding temperature and resistance estimation.

### Figure 9.8: Motor terminal current and voltage during dc signal injection.

#### 9.5.3 Stator Winding Temperature Estimation

With the periodic injection of dc signals, the stator winding resistance and average temperature can be estimated. To test the accuracy of the stator winding temperature estimation using proposed dc signal injection approach, the induction motor is first operated under full load condition to heat the motor. The motor is then de-energized, and dc signals are injected for 1 second every 1 minute to estimate the average stator winding temperature. The estimated stator winding temperature using the proposed dc signal injection technique and the measured average stator winding temperature from the embedded thermocouples are shown in Figure 9.9. The stator winding temperature estimation error is within 5°C, which is mainly caused by the limited resolution of the data acquisition system [12]. However, since it is known that the variation of stator
winding temperature when the motor is de-energized follows an exponential pattern, as shown in (9.1), least-square curve fitting is applied to further reduce the error in the stator winding temperature estimation using (9.1). It can be shown from Figure 9.9 that the estimated stator temperature after curve fitting is accurate compared to the measured average stator temperature, with an estimation error within 2°C. Therefore, based on the stator temperature estimation for de-energized ac motors, the thermal recovery time can be minimized to improve the overall usage of motors operated with intermittent duty type.

![Figure 9.9: Comparison of measured and estimated stator temperature.](image)

### 9.5.4 Reducing Thermal Recovery Time for AC Motors operated with S3 Duty Type

Since first-order thermal model-based stator winding temperature estimation is the most widely used technique in thermal relays, to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed technique on reducing thermal recovery time and improve the overall usage of ac motors operated with intermittent operation duty type, the induction motor is operated
with S3 duty type, with stator temperature estimated using the proposed dc signal injection technique and the first-order thermal model-based techniques, respectively. It is assumed that the motor is operated for 16 minutes every cycle, with the estimated motor temperature below 35°C before each startup.

The motor is first operated under the aforementioned intermittent operating conditions with the motor’s temperature estimated using first-order thermal model, with the thermal parameters calculated from the Service Factor and Trip Class [8], as commonly used in thermal relays. The cooling time constant is set to be 96 minutes, which is calculated using the measured average stator temperature from the testing, assuming that the accurate cooling time constant is provided by the manufacturer. As shown in Figure 9.10, the first-order thermal model-based approach largely overestimates the stator winding temperature during operation, with a stator temperature estimation error as large as 40°C. This is due to the conservative nature when thermal parameters are calculated from Service Factor and Trip Class. The thermal recovery time, $\Delta t_R$', is 170 minutes based on the estimated stator temperature using first-order thermal model. It should be noted that if the cooling time constant is not accurately known, a longer thermal recovery time may be required. It can be observed from Figure 9.10 that even with the accurate cooling time constant provided, the first-order thermal model-based approach still overestimate the stator temperature when the motor is de-energized. The motor’s actual temperature is much lower than the required 35°C before each startup.

For comparison, the same motor operation is repeated with the motor’s stator temperature estimated using the proposed dc signal injection-based technique, as shown in Figure 9.11. Least-square curve fitting is again applied to reduce the stator
temperature estimation error. Once the motor is de-energized in each operating cycle, the stator temperature is estimated using the proposed dc signal injection technique. Each time the estimated stator temperature reaches 35°C, the motor is re-started. The thermal recovery time with the stator temperature estimated using dc signal injection is 93 minutes, which is much shorter than the required thermal recovery time with stator temperature estimated using first-order thermal model.

![Figure 9.10: Intermittent operation with stator temperature estimated using first-order thermal model.](image)

From the comparison between Figure 9.10 and Figure 9.11, it can be observed that with the stator temperature estimated using the proposed dc signal injection technique, the thermal recovery time can largely reduced, and therefore the overall usage of the industrial process can be improved. Under the testing conditions, the thermal recovery time can be reduced by 45%, and the overall usage of the intermittently operated motor system can be improved by 70%. Since the accurate cooling time constant is normally
not available from the manufacturers, in practical applications, the overall usage of the motor system may be even further improved.

Figure 9.11: Intermittent operation with stator temperature estimated using dc signal injection.

9.6 Chapter Summary

The thermal characteristics of de-energized ac motors are largely different from the ones of operating motors. For ac motors operated with intermittent periodic duty type, conventional thermal protection techniques are not capable of providing accurate estimation of the stator temperature. The thermal recovery time, which allows the motor to cool down before the each startup, is normally conservatively estimated, which greatly decrease the usage of industrial processes.

This chapter has proposed a stator winding temperature estimation technique for de-energized ac motors connected with soft-starters. By modifying the operation of the
thyristors in soft-starters, dc signals can be intermittently injected into the motors, without inducing any output torque. Based on the dc model of ac motors, the stator winding resistance and temperature can be monitored using only voltage and current measurements. Via the monitoring of the stator temperature, the required thermal recovery time can be greatly reduced to improve the usage of the industrial process.

Experimental study on a 7.5-hp induction motor has been conducted for the validation of the proposed technique. The error in the stator winding temperature estimation is within 5°C while the motor is de-energized. Using the proposed dc signal injection-based stator temperature estimation technique, the thermal recovery time can be reduced by 45%, with the overall usage of the motor system increased by 70%.
CHAPTER 10 A Non-intrusive Motor Heating Technique of Preventing Moisture Condensation

10.1 Overview

Aside from thermal degradation during a motor’s normal operation, the degradation of a motor’s key components may also happen when a motor is at standstill. Moisture condensation is one of the major causes to the degradation of key motor components when a motor is de-energized. To prevent moisture condensation, a motor’s temperature must be maintained above the ambient temperature when de-energized. This chapter proposes a non-intrusive motor heating technique using soft-starters. By controlling the operation of the solid-state switches in soft-starters, an adjustable ac current can be injected into the three phases of the stator windings without inducing any output torque. The motor temperature can therefore be maintained at a desired temperature based on the heat dissipation caused by current injection.

10.2 Introduction

When de-energized, severe degradation of motor components can be caused by moisture condensation [49]. Moisture condensation is very common for motors operating in high moisture environment, such as in petroleum and chemical processing, water and waste water treatment, on off-shore transportation, and offshore wind farms, etc [50-52]. To prevent moisture condensation, it is suggested to maintain a motor stator temperature at least 5°C above the ambient temperature [50-52].

Currently, the most commonly used techniques to heat de-energized motor are to implement additional heating windings in ac motors, or to use additional low-voltage power supply to heat the stator winding [51-53] as soon as a motor is de-energized.
However, such motor heating techniques are intrusive and costly, since additional hardware is required to heat motor windings.

In this chapter, a non-intrusive winding heating method is proposed for de-energized induction motors using soft-starters to prevent moisture condensation. By controlling the operation of solid-state switches in soft-starters, each two of the three phases of ac motor’s stator windings are alternately and periodically connected to the main power supply so that a current can be injected to evenly heat the motor windings. During the entire operation, no rotating torque is induced, so that the motor’s operating condition is not interrupted. The approaches to control the motor temperature so that the energy consumption is minimized while heating the motor are also discussed. Experimental results are shown to validate the proposed technique.

### 10.3 A Non-intrusive Motor Heating Technique

A dc signal injection technique is proposed in CHAPTER 9. Since the injected dc signal can be controlled by adjusting the firing angle, as shown in Section 9.4.1, a motor can be heated by injecting sufficient magnitude of current into the stator windings using the same technique, given that a sufficiently large firing angle can result in the injection of a sufficient heating current. By applying such techniques, a motor can be heated without the needs of either additional heating winding or additional power supply. In addition, since no output torque is induced during the current injection, a motor’s operating conditions are not interrupted by the current injection.

In order to evenly heat all three phases of the stator windings, such current injection can be alternately and periodically applied to each two of the three phases. The typical waveforms of the input voltages, current, and the gate drive signals for the six thyristors
in each cycle are shown in Figure 10.1. The six thyristors in the soft-starter are numbered as depicted in Figure 9.3. \( v_{ab}, v_{bc}, v_{ca} \) are the line-line voltages of the main power supply; \( v_{AB}, v_{BC}, v_{CA} \) are the line-line voltages at the motor terminals; \( i_a \) is the phase current of phase \( a \). Similar to the dc signal injection approach in Section 9.4.1, before the zero-crossing of each line-line voltage, two thyristors are fired to allow current flow. By alternately injecting current into each two of the three phases, as shown in Figure 10.1, three phase ac currents can be evenly injected to the three phases of the stator windings so that the stator can be evenly heated. In addition, the magnitude of the injected current and the resulting heat dissipation can be controlled by adjusting the firing angle \( \alpha \). However, it important to limit the firing angle \( \alpha \) less than 60° so that the three phases of the stator windings are never simultaneously connected to the line voltage, which ensures that no output torque is induced to start the motor.

Figure 10.1: Typical waveform of the input voltage, current and the gate drive signal for thyristors during current injection.
It has been proven in Section 9.4.3 that no output torque is induced during the signal injection.

With reference to (9.9), neglecting the losses, the peak of the injected signal can be calculated as,

\[ I_b = \frac{1}{2\omega(L_{ls} + L_{lr})} V_p [1 - \cos \alpha]. \]  

(10.1)

Therefore, the magnitudes of the phase current are highly dependent on the value of the firing angle \( \alpha \). A larger phase current yields a higher motor temperature, which influences the effectiveness of moisture condensation prevention; meanwhile, the higher losses in the motor also require more energy consumption. Therefore, the determination of the firing angle \( \alpha \) and the magnitude of the injected current signal is a tradeoff between the effectiveness of preventing moisture condensation and energy consumption. Typically, a stator temperature rise of 5°C above the ambient temperature is sufficient to prevent moisture condensation [49]. The proposed non-intrusive motor heating technique is totally based on the existing hardware of soft-starters, which guarantees its cost-efficient nature.

10.4 Control of Heat Dissipation and Motor Temperature

10.4.1 Heat Dissipation in AC Motors

However, it should be noted that equation (10.1) is derived without considering the losses during signal injection. Therefore, it is inaccurate to control the motor current or losses based on such equations. In addition, for different types of ac motors with different sizes, the actual losses may vary largely, depending on their different resistance values, different magnetic characteristics, etc., which makes it difficult to calculate the
losses during current injection. However, it is still understandable that by adjusting the firing angle, the magnitude of the injected current can be controlled, and thus the total heat dissipation in a motor.

The heat dissipation during current injection is caused by many different losses: stator copper losses due to the current flow; stator and rotor core losses due to the stator current and flux vibration. Since no output torque is induced, the total losses in the motor can be calculated using the measured motor terminal voltage and phase current, as,

\[ P_{\text{loss}} = \frac{3}{2T} \int_{t=0}^{T} v_{ab}(t) \cdot i_a(t). \]  

Since the motor is always at standstill during the current injection, the motor’s thermal characteristics remain unchanged. Therefore, the motor temperature and the heat dissipation can be controlled simply via adjusting the firing angle \( \alpha \).

10.4.2 Motor Temperature Control using a Simplified Thermal Model

When the motor is at standstill, the motor can be considered as a single object in the thermal model. Therefore, the first-order thermal model can be used to estimate the motor’s temperature, as shown in Figure 2.3. Based on the simplified thermal model, the motor temperature can be represented as,

\[ T(t) = P_{\text{loss}} \cdot R_{\text{th}} (1 - e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}}) + T_0 e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}} + T_\infty, \]  

where \( T_0 \) is the initial motor temperature; \( \tau \) is the thermal time constant (\( R_{\text{th}} C_{\text{th}} \)). Considering that the motor heater needs to continuously work when the motor is de-energized, neglecting the time variation, the required heat dissipation can be estimated as,

\[ P_{\text{loss}} = \frac{T_{\text{rise}}}{R_{\text{th}}}. \]
where $T_{\text{rise}}$ is the pre-defined motor temperature rise for preventing moisture condensation.

Therefore, based on this simplified thermal model, the motor temperature can be maintained at the desired value by controlling the total heat dissipation of the motor using (10.4). In many cases, the thermal parameters representing the motor’s thermal characteristics at standstill are provided by the motor manufacturers. However, when the parameters are not provided, such thermal parameters are difficult to obtain without embedded thermal sensors, given the fact that the motor’s thermal behavior at standstill is very different from that during normal operation. Therefore, an alternative technique to control the motor’s temperature for the motor heater is highly desired.

### 10.4.3 Online Closed-loop Control of the Motor Temperature

A motor’s average stator winding temperature can be non-intrusively estimated by dc signal injection when a motor is de-energized, as proposed in Chapter 9. Since the dc signal injection is only operated for 0.5 second every 3-5 minutes, such technique can be combined with the proposed motor heating approach to achieve the closed-loop control of the motor’s temperature. The soft-starter can periodically work in the temperature estimation mode and motor heating mode when motor is de-energized, as shown in Figure 10.2. After each temperature estimation period, the total heat dissipation in a motor can be adjusted by tuning the firing angle, so that the desired motor temperature can be achieved. It should be noted that this closed-loop operation is still considered non-intrusive, since only voltage and current measurements are required; no output torque is induced either in the temperature estimation mode or motor heating mode, which ensures that the motor’s operating condition is not interrupted.
10.5 Experimental Validation

10.5.1 Experimental Setup

To validate the proposed technique, experimental testing has been conducted on a 7.5-hp ODP induction motor. A cutler-hammer S811 soft-starter rated at 10-30 hp and 200-575 volts are used to inject the dc signal as proposed in the previous Sections. The nameplate information of the induction motor and the soft-starter is listed in Table 9.1. A dSpace DS1104 control system is used to control the switching of the thyristors. An analog circuit is designed as the gate drive of the thyristors, as shown in Figure 9.7. 9 K-type thermal couples are installed in the stator of each induction motor at different locations to measure the stator temperature rise for validation purposes. The motor’s terminal voltage and phase current are measured using Hall-effect sensors. The data are
then acquired and stored using a *NI/LabView* data acquisition system with 16-bit A/D conversion at 50 kHz sampling frequency. The overall experimental setup is shown in Figure 10.3.

![Overall Experimental Setup](image)

**Figure 10.3: Overall Experimental Setup.**

10.5.2 Motor Current, Voltage and Temperature during Current Injection

To test the effectiveness of the proposed motor heating technique, experiments are conducted by injecting a small ac current in a 7.5-hp induction motor with a firing angle of $27^\circ$. The motor line-line voltage $v_{ab}$ and phase current $i_a$ during the current injection are shown in Figure 10.4. It can be observed that currents are successfully injected. To show the effectiveness of the proposed motor heating technique, the stator winding temperature rise measured from the 9 thermocouples are shown in Figure 10.5. It can be observed that the stator winding temperature rise reaches $8^\circ$C to $10^\circ$C above the ambient temperature, with a current peak value of 8 amps. The total heat dissipation in
the motor is measured to be 33.5 Watt. Because of the even injection of current, the
temperatures of all three phases of the stator windings are balanced.

Figure 10.4: Motor line-line voltage and phase current during current injection.

Figure 10.5: Stator winding temperature measurements from thermocouples during
current injection.
Again, it is important to limit the firing angle \( \alpha \) within 60°, so that the three phases of the stator windings are never connected to the power source simultaneously. Otherwise, output torque can be induced, which may lead to a motor startup.

### 10.5.3 Heat Dissipation and Motor Temperature with Different Firing Angles

To test the effectiveness of the motor heating technique with different firing angle \( \alpha \), similar experimental tests with different firing angle values are conducted. The heat dissipation, the peak current and the average stator temperature rise with different firing angle values are compared in Table 10.1. The results clearly show that the motor temperature rise can be controlled via adjusting the firing angle \( \alpha \), which accordingly adjusts the magnitudes of the currents injected.

Table 10.1: Heat Dissipation, Peak Current and Average Stator Temperature Rise with Different Firing Angles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firing Angle ( \alpha ) (°)</th>
<th>Heat Dissipation (W)</th>
<th>Peak Current (Amp)</th>
<th>Average Stator Temperature Rise (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 10.6 Chapter Summary

Moisture condensation may cause degradation of a motor’s key components while the motor is de-energized. This chapter has proposed a non-intrusive motor heating technique using soft-starters to prevent moisture condensation for motors at standstill.
The solid-state power switches in soft-starters are controlled so that currents are periodically injected into the three phases of the stator windings without inducing any output torque, which results in the evenly heating of the stator windings.

The proposed technique has been experimentally validated on a 7.5-hp ODP induction motor. It is shown that the average stator temperature can reach 9°C above the ambient temperature with acceptable magnitudes of the injected current. In addition, the motor temperature can be controlled by adjusting the firing angle in the proposed current injection technique. The proposed motor heating technique does not require any additional hardware, which makes it easy to implement for practical applications.
CHAPTER 11 Conclusions, Contributions and Recommendations for Future Works

11.1 Summary

This dissertation has proposed non-intrusive, sensorless thermal protection techniques for the induction motors fed by motor control devices under both operating and de-energized conditions, using only motor terminal quantities.

Chapter 1 has introduced the background information related to the thermal protection of induction motors and states the objective of this research.

Chapter 2 has presented a comprehensive survey of the previous work on stator winding temperature estimation for in-service induction motors. Recent progresses in two categories of stator winding temperature estimation methods, namely, thermal model-based and resistance-based methods, have been discussed. It has been concluded that dc signal injection-based stator winding resistance and temperature estimation methods are the ideal candidate for the thermal protection of in-service induction motors.

Chapter 3 summarizes the previous work on monitoring the cooling capabilities of induction motors. It is clearly shown that an accurate and reliable abnormal cooling detection scheme is highly desirable for the thermal protection of in-service induction motors.

In Chapter 4, a model reduction study for thermal model-based stator winding temperature estimation techniques has been presented. An accurate yet simple to implement thermal model for mains-fed induction motors has been proposed. Experimental validation shows that the proposed thermal model can achieve stator temperature estimates with rms error within 3°C. Regardless of its high accuracy and
simplicity, these thermal model-based techniques are naturally sensitive to the change of a motor's cooling capability, which makes it unreliable for thermal protection of in-service induction motors. In addition, the requirement of thermal parameter identification largely limits their practical applications.

Chapter 5 has proposed an active stator winding temperature estimation technique for soft-starter-connected in-service induction motors. DC signals can be injected into an operating induction motor by altering the operation of power switches in a soft-starter. The stator winding resistance and thus stator winding temperature can therefore be estimated based on a motor's dc model. As a result, the stator winding temperature can be continuously monitored using only voltage and current measurements. In addition, an adaptive Kalman filter-based technique has been proposed for improving the stator winding temperature estimation accuracy. The practical considerations, including cable resistances, data acquisition systems, etc. have been discussed for evaluating and improving the accuracy of the proposed technique in practical application environment. Experimental validation has been shown for the validation of the proposed approaches. It's been shown that the proposed active stator winding temperature estimation approach can achieve accurate estimates with an rms error within 2.5° C using only voltage and current measurements.

In Chapter 6, an active thermal stator winding temperature estimation technique for inverter-fed in-service induction motors has been presented. A novel space vector PWM approach has been proposed to inject dc signals into an inverter-fed induction motor. The stator winding temperature can be estimated using only current measurements. It should be noted that this proposed active thermal stator winding temperature estimation
technique can be applied to both open-loop and closed-loop motor drives. The compensation techniques for internal resistance of a motor drive and the cable resistance have been discussed. Experimental validation has been shown for validation of the proposed approaches. It’s been shown that the proposed active stator winding temperature estimation approach can achieve accurate estimates with a maximum error within 8° C using only current measurements.

Chapter 7 has shown a study on the magnetic effects of dc signal injection on in-service induction motors. The effects of the magnetic saturation on the motor currents, the motor’s thermal behavior and the estimation of stator resistance and temperature have been analyzed. Finite-element simulation results and experimental results have been presented to illustrate the analysis. It has been shown that although the magnetic saturation affects the waveforms of the stator currents, it does not have any impact on their dc components. Therefore, the accuracy of the stator resistance and temperature estimation can be guaranteed even in the presence of magnetic saturation under different conditions.

Chapter 8 has proposed a cooling capability monitoring scheme for in-service induction motors based on the stator temperature estimation techniques proposed in Chapter 5 and 6. Via continuously monitoring of the values of $R_s$, the stator winding temperature, $T_s$, can be estimated, as proposed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The cooling capability of the motor can be monitored based on the estimated $T_s$. An extended Kalman filtering approach has been proposed to identify the thermal parameters of a simplified thermal model for induction motors, which are used as indicators of motor cooling capability. The feasibility of the proposed cooling capability monitoring system has been
validated from experimental results under variable load conditions and different cooling capabilities. From the comparison of experimental results between normal cooling capability and the impaired cooling capabilities, it has been validated that the proposed cooling capability monitoring scheme is capable of providing accurate indication of the motor cooling capability.

With both the stator winding temperature and the motor cooling capability monitored, the overall thermal protection scheme for induction motors fed by motor control devices can trip the motor in the case of stator winding overheat, and warn the user for proactive inspections or maintenance in the case of cooling capability deterioration. Therefore, the proposed overall thermal protection scheme can provide complete, reliable thermal protection for in-service induction motors.

Chapter 9 has proposed a stator winding temperature estimation technique for de-energized ac motors connected with soft-starters. By modifying the operation of the thyristors in soft-starters, dc signals can be intermittently injected into the motors, without inducing any output torque. Based on the dc model of ac motors, the stator winding resistance and temperature can be monitored using only voltage and current measurements. Via the monitoring of the stator temperature, the required thermal recovery time can be greatly reduced for intermittently operated induction motors to improve the usage of the industrial process. Experimental study on a 7.5-hp induction motor has been conducted for the validation of the proposed technique. The error in the stator winding temperature estimation is within 5°C while the motor is de-energized. Using the proposed dc signal injection-based stator temperature estimation technique, the
thermal recovery time can be reduced by 45%, with the overall usage of the motor system increased by 70%.

In Chapter 10, a non-intrusive motor heating technique using soft-starters to prevent moisture condensation for motors at standstill has been proposed. The solid-state power switches in soft-starters are controlled so that currents are periodically injected into the three phases of the stator windings without inducing any output torque, which results in the evenly heating of the stator windings. The proposed technique has been experimentally validated on a 7.5-hp ODP induction motor. It is shown that the average stator temperature can reach 9°C above the ambient temperature with acceptable current magnitudes. In addition, the motor temperature can be controlled by adjusting the firing angle in the proposed current injection technique. The proposed motor heating technique can non-intrusively protect induction motors from possible damage due to moisture condensation, and a motor’s lifetime can be prolonged.

The importance of the proposed techniques lies in their non-intrusiveness: the motor protection methods only use the existing hardware in soft-starters or motor drive; the motor’s operating condition is not interrupted.

11.2 Contributions

The research work presented in this dissertation has resulted in three patent applications:


In addition, the literature review and research work presented in this dissertation has resulted in several publications in both international conferences and journals.

Journal papers:


Conference Papers


P. Zhang, Y. Du, T. G. Habetler, and B. Lu, "Improving thermal recovery time for soft-starter-connected AC motors with intermittent periodic duty cycles," in *Diagnostics


P. Zhang, B. Lu, and T. G. Habetler, “Practical implementation of a remote and sensorless stator resistance-based thermal protection method,” in Proc. the International Conference on Condition Monitoring and Diagnosis (CMD’08), Apr. 2008, pp.159 – 162.

The main contributions of this research are summarized as following:

1. A comprehensive survey of the state of the art thermal protection techniques is presented. The thermal model-based and parameter-based stator temperature estimation approaches and cooling capability monitoring techniques for in-service motors are reviewed and compared in terms of accuracy, implementation complexity and practical feasibility.

2. A novel simplified thermal model for mains-fed induction motors is proposed. The proposed thermal model is simple to implement, has low requirement on computational effort, and has high accuracy in stator temperature estimation.

3. Non-intrusive, sensorless and online stator temperature estimation techniques are proposed via dc signal injection for induction motors fed by motor control devices. The stator temperature can be continuously monitored based on stator resistance estimation using motor’s dc model. The proposed techniques are validated from experimental results. The non-intrusive nature of these techniques guarantees their feasibility for practical implementation. Using the proposed stator temperature monitoring techniques, the reliability of thermal protection for induction motors can be largely improved.

4. A study on the magnetic effects of dc signal injection is conducted. The impact of dc signal injection on induction motors’ performances is discussed in detail. Simulation and experimental studies are conducted to validate such analysis.

5. A non-intrusive cooling capability monitoring scheme is proposed for detecting impaired cooling capability based on the stator temperature estimation. The proposed thermal protection scheme, including the stator temperature estimation
techniques and the cooling capability monitoring technique, can provide complete thermal protection for in-service induction motors fed by motor control devices. This thermal protection scheme allows the user to turn off the motor before stator winding overheating, and also to inspect and repair the motor in the case of cooling capability deterioration when necessary.

6. A non-intrusive stator winding temperature estimation technique is proposed for de-energized induction motors. For intermittently operated induction motors, the stator winding temperature estimation approach can minimize the thermal recovery time and optimize the usage of the motor system.

7. A non-intrusive motor heating technique is proposed for de-energized induction motors for preventing moisture condensation using soft-starters. Based on this proposed motor heating technique, a motor’s temperature can be controlled and kept above the ambient temperature to prevent moisture condensation and its resultant damage to a motor’s components.

11.3 Recommendations for Future Work

Although this work has presented contributions to various areas of thermal protection of induction motors, there are several directions in which further research could build on the results presented in this work.

The primary target of this research is to develop thermal protection schemes for induction motors fed by motor control devices. However, the thermal protection of mains-fed induction motors is still essential. Similar studies to the work presented in Chapter 4 need to be continued for the thermal protection of mains-fed induction motors when dc signal injection can not be achieved.
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The active thermal protection scheme proposed in this work is primarily targeting small- to medium- size induction motors. This is due to the fact that embedded thermal sensors are commonly used on larger induction motors for thermal protection, since they are considered cost-efficient compared to the cost of the motor itself. Another reason is that since dc signal injection is applied for stator temperature estimation, oscillating output torque is induced during the signal injection. For larger induction motors, the mechanical strength of the rotor shaft is relatively weaker than that of a small motor. Therefore, the induced torque pulsation may cause damage to a large induction motor in some applications. In addition, for some applications of small- to medium- size induction motors, output torque oscillation may not be acceptable to a specific practical application. Therefore, alternative techniques for the online thermal protection of induction motors when dc signal injection is impractical are highly desirable.

In addition, the thermal behaviors of medium-voltage induction motors are largely different from those of small induction motors. The medium-voltage induction motors are commonly essential components in industrial processes. Embedded thermal sensors are commonly implemented in the stator of such motors for thermal protection. However, for induction motors, the thermal protection of not only the stator but also the rotor is important.

As a result of the aforementioned discussion, future research based on this work can generally develop in three directions: stator temperature estimation for mains-fed induction motors; thermal model studies for inverter-fed induction motors; thermal protection of medium-voltage motors.
11.3.1 Thermal Protection for Mains-fed Induction Motors

For mains-fed induction motors, no power switches are available to inject dc signals so that the motor’s dc model can be used for stator resistance and temperature estimation. As a result, the application of dc signal injection techniques is limited for such motors. Therefore, thermal model-based stator temperature estimation techniques are preferred over dc signal injection-based techniques for their non-intrusiveness on mains-fed motors.

The novel simplified thermal model proposed in Chapter Four is an important start to such studies. The thermal model for mains-fed induction motors must has high accuracy while maintaining low requirement for implementation and computational effort. Such simplified thermal model still needs to be verified on more induction motors with different sized and configurations, so that it can be widely adopted for practical thermal protection.

Upon the validation of the proposed simplified thermal model, instead of two thermal parameters (service factor and trip class), which are currently provided by the motor manufacturers, three thermal parameters (as shown in Chapter Four in the proposed thermal model) can be provided for the thermal protection of mains-fed induction motors. This slightly increased request can largely improve the thermal protection reliability.

11.3.2 Thermal Model Study on Inverter-fed Induction Motors

When the torque oscillation caused by dc signal injection is not tolerable for a specific application, accurate thermal model-based stator temperature estimation is still highly desirable for induction motors fed by motor control devices. Considering that
soft-starter-connected induction motors are the same as mains-fed induction motors during operation, the thermal model study of inverter-fed induction motors is essential.

The thermal behaviors of inverter-fed induction motors are very different from those of the mains-fed ones. The loss distribution is very different due to the variation of input frequency. Similar to the mains-fed cases, thermal models that are accurate yet simple to implement are highly desirable. Such studies can be conducted based on the analysis presented in Chapter Four with analysis on the impact of input frequency variation on each type of losses.

11.3.3 Thermal Protection of Medium-Voltage Induction Motors

For medium-voltage (MV) large motors, embedded thermal sensors are broadly used to monitor the temperature of the stator winding to avoid thermal overload. However, MV motors are commonly thermally “rotor limited”, considering the difficulty in the cooling of the rotor, thermal protection for the rotors of these motors are necessary for reducing bearing and rotor cage failures.

Medium voltage motors typically have lower starting torque (40%-50% normal torque [55-56]), and longer starting time. Most of the MV motors are started with reduced voltage due to the high starting current and torque pulsations. During the prolonged starting, both the stator current and rotor current are much higher than the rated current, which leads to extremely high thermal stresses on both the stator and the rotor. Therefore, for MV motors, the temperature peak typically appears during starting, instead of during an overload condition, as in small motors. Figure 11.1 shows the typical stator winding and rotor cage temperature during starting and after-starting. For some types of motors, the rotor cage temperature can rise to even 600°C [57]. These
extremely high thermal stresses not only greatly reduce the mechanical performance of the rotor cage, but also lead to thermal expansion of the rotor cage and thus mechanical stresses on the rotor cage, which eventually leads to rotor cage failure. Therefore, MV motors can typically be started fewer times than low voltage motors [58].

As a result, the thermal protection for the rotor of the MV motors, during both the transient and the steady state, are essential for reducing catastrophic motor failures. Although many motor parameter-based rotor temperature estimation methods have been proposed, most of them can only be used during steady state or slow transient state. Therefore, non-intrusive rotor temperature estimation methods for fast transients, such as

Figure 11.1: 400 Hp TEFC MV motor thermal signature [6].
starting, are highly desirable for MV motors, since the rotor temperature peaks during starting.
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